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This is the last issue of the
LOBO for the fall semester.
The next issue will be
available th~;~ second week of
January, Happy Holidays!

Charged with Defacing Campus

Student Appeals
By Ruth S. lntress
One of the three students arrested
on charges of defacing University
property last wee)<, filed an appeal
with the Student Standards
Committee protesting-his one year
suspension from UNM.
The students arrested last week
for the spray painting of protest
slogans on campus buildings, were
suspended for one year early this
week by Karen Glaser, the acting
vice president for Student Affairs.
The ·students suspended were
Mark L. Martinez;· Velia Pichardo
and Elizabeth F. Esquibel. Chuck
Roberts, associate dean of students,
refused to say· which student is

appealing the suspension, saying it mittee is reapproved by the Faculty
would be premature to name the Senate, consists of four members of
student at this time.
the faculty and four students.
Glaser said early reports of the
Glaser said that the three
three persons arrested said only two students are also facing charges
were students. However, after from the Albuquerque Police
tracing an alias name used by one Deparrment but these charges will
of the three, they were all found to proceed separately from the
be students.
.
hearings at the University.
Suspension is a rare punishment
The suspension, which is effective for one year as of Nov. 30, at UNM, Glaser said. "I don't
will remain in effect until the think a student has been suspended
Student Standards Committee for disciplinary action in the past
hears the·case, Glaser said.
five or six years. We've had
The Student Standards Com- defacing incidents before but we
mittee, which is temporarily in haven't known who has done them.
effect until the new Student Since the three students I suspended
Standards and Grievance Com-· were caught by the police, we think
we have a good case," she said.
The Student Standar:ds Commitlee must meet and decide when
they will hear the case. Roberts
said, "We're trying to get people
together as soon as possible to
decide when to hear the case."
~ecause the student representatives
on the Standards Committee were
By Joe Donnelly
elected at Wednesday night's
An authority on soil science and microbiology said that although ex- ASUNM Senate meeting; no
periments by the Viking expedition on Mars did not detect life, it would be committee meeting has been set.
an "incorrect conclusion" to say there is no life on the planet.
If the committee rules in favor of
Dr. J .M. Tiedje, an associate professor at Michigan State University, tbe University, it must then decide_
scheduled to lecture at UNM today and Monday, said experiments he and
colleagues have worked on for NASA are not scheduled to be used in
future life detection efforts on Mars because there is not enough money to
finance further explorations.
Tiedje said the experiments he worked on were for detection of possible
life forms on Mars by a "non geocentric method'" to detect forms not
common to those on earth.
By D.M. Flynn
As an example, Tiedje said, some forms of bacteria that exist on earth
The $1000 contract drawn up
could not be detected by Viking equipmcnl.
with the British philosopher Sir
If there is 'life on Mars it would probably be microoial life and to un- Alfred·Ayer was an "innocent
derstand and detect it, scientists will need to know how it reacts with the misunderstanding" on the part of
Martian environment, he said.
Speakers committee member Mack
He said that although the Viking experiments didn't show life as we C. Homestead, Damon Tobias,
know it, "they did show some unusual chemical reactions going on in the president of ASUNM, said.
Martian soil."
Ayer was contracted by
"People should be aware that if experiments say there is no life that. Homestead to speak at the
does not completely rule out that there is life," he said.
university.
• Tiedj.e said that so far there has been no radical change in federal sub- Tobias said that Homestead, an
sidies marked for more scientific experiments because ofthe Viking ex- assistant professor of library scienpedition. Tiedje said that after the first manned spaceflight to the Moon
ces (incorrectly reported as a film
in 1969, there has been a decrease in money for space exploration because committee member in Thursday's
of other pressuring needs within the U.S.
LOBO), was directed by the comTiedje will speak today on jjDenitrification: Ecology and Methods of mittee and Chairperson Porter
Study" at II :30 a.m. in Castetter Hall Rm. 167 and Monday on ''Life on Dillon to write up a contract and
Mars: Approaches to Det~ction"in Castelter Hall Rm. 139.
seek assistance from the university
counsel. Dillon expected the contract back for review and signing,
he said.
The contract was then given to
Karen Glaser acting Vice President
of Academic Affairs who signed it.
Tobias said that, according to
Glaser,
she
didn't
follow
procedures because ASUNM
wasn't dealing with a speaker's
agency, but directly with Ayer.
The contract was signed by
Glaser, Tobias siad, "Therefore i1
is binding .between UNM and A.J.
Ayer. The contract was made in
behalf of ASUNM so the actual
obligation lies with the university."
Tobias sa'id that he did not want
to bring Ayer to speak at UNM for
financial reasons. "My reason for
not getting Ayer," he said, "is
financial, because we can't afford
to embark on any futher contractional obligations for speakers
unless chances for breaking even
arc doing better or excellent."
The university is now obliged to
fulfill the contract. Tobias said
"the university 1 if it want~d, could
take that money from ASUNM, 1
think it is doubtful that they will do
that and it is likely that once the
problem is explained to Ayer, he
will break the contract."
University counsel Peter Rask
was contacted by the LOBO. He
said that he is not the one who is
J.M; Tiedje

Viking ~ife Detection
May Be. Inconclusive

~
Photo by Wendell T. Hunt

Karen Glaser
if it will also uphold the suspension
date of Nov. 30.
If the committee upholds the
suspension, the student can appeal
the case of President Davis. If
President Davis should also decide
to uphold the disciplinary action,
the student may reapply for admission to the University after the
one-year suspension.
Roberts said, "I really feel the
mechanism of a group getting

together and hearing the appeal,
and then deciding on a verdict is a
very valid process."
The faculty members on the
committee are Jonathan Abrams,
Brian O'Neil, Jane Slaughter and
Lee Teitelbaum. The four student
members, one of which is a
graduate student, are Daniel Ball,
Lori Brown, Phil Gursky and Leigh
Matthewson.

Signed Contract May Be Invalid
handling that contract. Even so, he
.said, he would not disclose
anything to the public at this point
because of the matter of client
confidentiality.
Rask said that another firm,
Rodey, Dickason, Sloan, Akin and
Robb, was handling the contract.
The Rody firm was unavailable for

comment.
Tobias said that "our strongest
·point in attempting to get out of the
contract is that our own legal
procedures weren't followed and
that the contract was sent off
mistakenly." we~re probably
depending more on the good will of
A.J. Ayer than anything."

Heady's Son Selected
Film Committee Chair
By Ruth S. In tress
Tom Heady, son of the former UNM President, has been named acting
chairman of the Film Committee by ASUNM President Damon Tobias.
Tobias announced his decision yesterday and said that Heady will go
before the ASUNM Senate for approval in its next meeting which will be
after the semester break.
Tobias also announced that this year's Film Committee, with an
operating budget of approximately $20,000, will either break ever. or make
·a profit of about $400.
Heady will become chairman to replace former chairwoman Margaret
Ott who resigned Ia~, month.
investigations of Ott's management are still being conducted, Tobias
said. "At the present time, the attorney general is, pursuing the possibility
of taking legal action against Ott, but his investigation isn't completed,"
Tobias said.
"Brian Sanderoff (the ASUNM
Attorney General) hasn't had time
to complete the investigation which
includes going through last
semester's books. There are,some
discrepancies, one of which is that
not a single cent was deposited for
the last five films shown last
spring. This means no one came to
the movies, which looks doubtful
because the former committee sent
a report to a film company on attendance, or else cash receipts
weren't deposited for one reason or
another," Tobias said.
• Tobias said, however, that
because of changes in the
bookkeeping system since last year,
it's hard to trace discrepancies in
·the old system;
The Film Committee is scheduled
to meet next week to look through
Photo by Tim Gallagher
film catalogues and p1an a program
Tom Heady
for next semester.
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Phi Alpha Theta will hold a meeting in the History

Dept, lounge Fri., Dec, 3at 3:30p.m.
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Two skateboarding movie~ wi11 be presented
Tiwrs., Dec, 2 and Fri., Dec. 3 from noon to 2 p.m.
in the SUB,
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New Phi Eta Sigma members may be eligible for a
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scholarship, Corttact Tony Oliver at 1130 Mesa Vista
Hall before Dec. 17,
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Hangglid ng Club will meet Fri., Dec. 3 at 6:30
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p.m. in Rm, 250C, SUB,
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In this world of nylons and plastics, it's nice
to know that there's something natural that is
soft, warm and affordable.
The something is real fur, and right now at
,t, ,>l1[ Harper's Furriers there's a beautiful
··-4))~(<;.- selection of fashionable, wear~' j:.r '~
anywhere coats designed to fit
)~
your budget and your lifestyle.
This very special line consists of
dyed opossum, natural kit fox, and
natural and dyed rabbit coats,
some with leather trim, all labeled
to show country of origin, with
prices starting as low as $139.00.
Why settle for synthetics when
real fur is so affordable?

Orientation of new members of Alpha Mu Chapter
of Pi Lamda Theta·will be Sun., Dec, 5 at 3 p.m. at
3713 Me. Rainier, NE,
·
An eveniflg' section, Tues. and Thurs. 7:30 p.m. 9;30 p.m., of Astronomy 101 Iaught by Dr. D. King
will be offered nexr semester.
· Reorganizatianal mecling for college o[
engineering Fri., Dec. 3 in Rm, 145, Engineering
Bldg.
Come and give a pim of blood al the Mechanical
Engineering Bldg, Fri., Dec, 3 from 9a.m. to J p.m.
The Albuq, Boycott Committee will present a film
Fri., Dec, 3 .at 9:30a.m. in Rm, 101, Mi!chcll Hall.
'~Life

on Mars" will be presented Mon., Dec. 6 a1
3;30p,m. in Rm. 139, Castetter Hall.

Phone Calf to Moscow, a film about Vladimir
Bukovsky, a dissident and prisoner in the Soviet
Union, will be shown on Fri., Dec. 3 at 1:30 p.m. in
the Honors Center Lounge,
The accuracy and ill\egrity of God's Word is taught
a1 daily fellowships at 7:30 p.m. Monday lhrough
Thursday. Call842-9589.
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Albuquerque's Fashion Fur Leader

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
ttw•University year and weekly during the sumriicr session by the Board of Student Publications
of the University of New Mexico, and is not
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The opinions expressed on the editorial pages
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Lobo necessarily represents the views of the
University of New Mexico.
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Now!
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I • Apartment rates are going up-•

Our rates are the same

• Improved security
Good food and lots of it--unlimited seconds
Two blocks from campus--no parking hassles-no commuting expenses
Maid service and linens provided
• Heated pool, game room, social activities
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Steel Industry Raises Prices
WASHINGTON-The steel industry is "attempting to jump the
gun" by settin high prices in preparation for possible future price
controls, the White House Inflation Monitoring Agency said today.
But the Council on Wage and Price Stability drew no final conclusions in a preliminary report on the steel price increases that took
effect Wednesday.
Meanwhile, President-elect Jimmy Carter Thursday refused the
steel industry's offer to discuss its price increase and said he has done
everything he can to prevent the hike.

Ford Goes Ahead with 81

US, USSR Study Drug
New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

Since 1937 .. .

By United Press International

WASHINGTON-The Ford administration Thursday announced
its expected decision to go ahead with the controversial and costly B 1
bomber program, but included a provision allowing Jimmy Carter
additional time to decide on full production.
Air Force Secretary Thomas C. Reed told a news conference that
contracts totaling $704.9 million have been let for the first three
production models of the airplane as well as "long-lead" items for
another eight.

303 Ash St. N .E.

WASHINGTON-Doctors in the United States and the Soviet
Union began a cooperative ;;tudy this week to see if an experimental
drug can reduce the joint inflammation and pain of rheumatoid arthritis without serious side effects.
The drug is d-penicillamine and has been used experimentally since
1962 by Dr. Israeli Jaffe of th~ New York Medicai College to treat
patients with serious cases of the crippling disease.

i

By Robert R. Lee
It's possible that Jack Watson's
name may become as well known )lS
Jimmy Carter's.
Watson is the 38-year-old
Atlanta lawyer whom Carter chose
back in May to head a team
responsible for making the transition from President Ford to
President Carter as smooth and
efficient as possible.
Watson's original team of 15
now numbers about 200, and is
headquartered in an HEW building
in Washington. The group is
responsible for laying out alternatives for a reorganization of the
Executive branch, screening applicants for the roughly 2,000 jobs
Carter will have the power to fill
and preparing "briefing books" for
new department and agency heads.
Carter will, of course, personally
interview possible Cabinet members, their deputies and agency
heads. There isn't m'uch bu·t
speculation as to who these people
will be, but here are some of the
names the press is kicking around:
·Secretary of State,.- former
Under Secretary of State George
Ball; J. Paul Austin, chairman of
Coca-Cola Co.; former Deputy
Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance;
and Maine Senator Edmund
Muskie.
Secretary of Defense-Henry
Owen, president of the Brookings
Institution; former Assistant
Secretary of Defense Paul Warnke;
Cal-Tech President Harold Brown;
also Cyrus Vance.

S. Africa Police Seal Town
CAPE TOWN, South Africa-A force of 600 police swooped on
the Black ghetto .of Guguletu in armored cars Thursday, sealing off
the township and arresting scores of Blacks to end three days of arson
and rioting.
Police said the show of force was aimed at averting a full-scale outbreak of violence in the all-Black shantytown outside Cape Town,
where police shot and killed two young Black demonstrators Wednesday.

Goldwater Enters GOP Race
WASHINGTON-Barry Goldwater has enter.ed the competition
for Senate Republican Leader in the belief that support for frontrunner Robert Griffin is soft, an aide said Thursday.
Goldwmer, at home in Phoenix, Ariz., sent letters this week to his
37 Senate GOP colleagues "to ask your support of my candidacy for
minority leader of the Senate."
Griffin of Michigan, who was assistant to retiring Sen. GOP
Leader Hugh Scott, was presumed to be ahead and facing only a
possible challenge by Howard Baker of Tennessee.

Hints From The
Christmas Angel

'
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3107 Eubank NE

(On The Triangle)

(Scottsdale Village)

Mark Arnold of the National to 142 Republicans. Significantly, members.
Observer reports that Carter wants all but two of79 Democratic House
Beyond this, Arnold thinks that,
the list of choices for major jobs to freshmen elected in post-Watergate based on the re-election of the
include blacks·, women, people 1974 were re-elected.
"Watergate freshmen," this will be
familiar with the federal governThe Senate will remain the same, a more activist Congress,
ment and people unknown in with 61 Democrats, 38 Republicans demanrling a bigger share of
Washington.
and one independent.
governmentai p1 •wer. Arnold
Hamilton Jordan, former Carter
Some political writers speculate spCCJJlates that Carter may have
campaign manager, told the that Carter may have trouble more trouble wifh Congress that he
Associated Press some time ago getting his proposals through planned on.
that "most" of the people Carter Congress in the first few months of
Early in his administration,
appoints- "will be people you've his administration. The National Carter is expected to introduce
never heard of."
Observer's Mark Arnold notes that proposals concerning full emCarter is expected to announce both houses will be immediately ployment and welfare reform,
his Cabinet appointments . some concerned with a program to make ·"zero-based budgeting," the
time this month.
committees more efficient and to housing market and an e·nd to
Speaking of new faces, Carter g~i~v~e=m=~o=re=re::s:;:p:;o:;n::si=b~il=it:;ie=s=t=o=n=e'=~=er=.=::p;:r:;o;:d;:u::ct:;io::n::_::o::f::tl::le::B:=I::b::o::m::b::c::r::.
will be dealing with a new - 1
"·"
Congressional leadership after Jan.
20. Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield is retiring. Among the
candidates ·seeking Mansfield's job
are Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia and Hubert Humphrey of
Fino htrnlbn'fl
C'"JOlloctlblo.&
Minnesota. Observers seem to think
:moo Gont.ml S.E.
Byrd will get the job.
A.Jbaquorqnn. Now Mru::lco.,87106
Speaker of the House Carl Albert
(505)266·8414
is also retiring. Congressional
observers expe-ct Democratic
Representative Thomas P. O'Neill
of Massachusetts to succeed Albert.
O'Neill is now. House majority
leader, and ihere are at least four
candidates for that job.
The 95th Congress will be heavily
Democratic. Not counting two
undecided races, there will be 291
Democrats in the House, compared

=:;-

OldBnsiness

Looking for a
~ifferent gift?

By Dolores Wood
UNM, New Mexico Highlands University (NMHU), and New Mexico
State University (NMSU) have made an agreement to split the bill for the
operation of the Andean Study and Research Center in Quito, Marshall
Nason, director of the Latin American Center, said yesterday.
"We anticipate that New Mexico State University will send about 10
students, New Mexico Highlands about five students, and UNM about
29," Nason said. Each university will provide $1,500 per student in
operational support. This money will be in addition to tuition revenue.
Earlier this year UNM's administration had decided not to continue to
pay more than half the Center's expenses with funds from the main campus. Tllis year UNM provided about $60,000 of the Center's $100,000
budget.
Forty-five UNM students have been accepted for next semester at the
Center, Nason said. The limit on the number of students will mean the
Center will have to become more selective in accepting students, Nason
said.
After the decisic:1 not to continue the funding, UNM began looking
around to see if other universities would like to participate in the Center,
Nason said. Three universities indicated an interest: NMSU, NMHU, and
Eastern New Mexico University. Eastern decided it would not have enough
money in this year's budget to spare any for the Center.
"Despite the decision of Eastern not to participate in the Center,
UNM's administration said they could get along, at least for one year,
with a three-mem her consortium," he said.

I

2937 Monte Vista NE

National
Security
Adviser-Columbia
University's
Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter's
primary foreign affairs adviser
during the campaign; Benjamin
Read, former assistant to Dean
Rusk (when Rusk was Secretary of
State); former Defense Secretary
James Schlesinger; also Henry
Owen.
Secretary of Labor-former
Secretary of Labor John Dunlop;
Dunlop headed Labor under Ford,
and quit; he reportedly has the
support of the AFL-CIO's George
Meany.
Secretary of HEW-United Auto
Workers President Leonard
Woodcock.
Secretary
of
the
Treasury-Andrew Brimmer, a
black economist; former Secretary
of Commerce Peter Peterson;
Arthur Okun, L.B.J.'s chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers;
and former Under Secretary of the
Treasury Robert Roosa.

Andean Center To Continue;
3 State Universities Split Bill

I

• Soft Flannel Nightgowns
• Jumpsuits
• Boots
• Gaucho Skirts
• Hooded Sweaters
• Denim Vests & Blazers
• Velveteen Separates
• Long Plaid Skirts
gfGf2 EJf, t~e f']1ffifl8RBO ffifJfOEFl.
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Carter's Team Screens Cabinet Applicants
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Learn to
·ski this
winter the
Nordic way

The Wilderness Centre is sponsor.ing a series of quality ski clinics this
winter. Discover why ski touring is
the nation's fastest growing winter
sport. Call us for more information.
Wf.
. 'J'IJ.Jil:
~\ \lf.Willt fj)l~~

Sales
Rentals
Instruction
Service
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2421 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
266-8113

Look under a different tree!

GEKERAL
STORE
111 Harvard SE

Mon-Sat 10-9

Sun 12-6

8117 Menaul NE
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Getting Our Money

;I

By the time the second semester begins at UNM (Jan. 17), this Univer·
sity will be confronted with its annual financial battle with the New Mexico
Legislature.
This session will be the second time that UNM will be financed by_ the
differential funding formula -or will it?
Several years ago the director of the Board of Educational Finance
(BEF), the governor's agency charged with making college budget recom·
mendations, was directed to draw up a funding formula for the state's
universities and colleges.
,
The formula was meant to try to find some equitable way of .financing
institutions of higher learning and to try to recognize that higher-level
classes cost more to run than lower-division classes. The standard method
before the formula was developed was to simply add up a!l the number of
credit hours given and divide the total hoOrs by the number of bodies
signed up for UNM. This was the treacherous FTE, or Full Time
Equivalent.
This method of financing did not differentiate between a graduate course and an English 100 course.
This director, the former director, was not able to come up with what
the legislature wanted and so the job was turned over to a member of thE'
governor's staff and the universities and colleges themselves.
Last year a funding-formula agreement was finally reached and passed; II mIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJUIIII uu •m 1111111111111_1111111111111111111111 IIIII II II IIIII Letters !IIIIIIIIJJUU 111111111111111 111111111111111 1111111111 UJ IUIIIIIIIIIIIJ 111111111111
unfortunately it was hardly the equitable system sought.
After the budgets were announced for the various institutions, it was
finally realized what everyone had known for years-the smaller schools'
enrollments were dropping. Logically, the bigger the school, the more
money it received. The smaller schools lost money.
But no small community legislator could go back to his or her con- Editor:
For example, the Housing Com· We conduct investigations, expose
stituents and explain that money was lost for their local college. So the for·
There are some ominous things mittee hasn't met since early Sep- hidden information, and attempt to
mula was changed and a provision drawn in where the smaller scl)ools going on at UNM. We've all seen tember. When I asked why, I was increase student particioation in
would never receive less money than they had received in the past.
how most decisions affecting large told that there were no items to decision making at UNM, But we
So this will be the key to UNM's battle ,before the upcoming numbers of students are made and discuss. Is dorm policy therefore so are still organizing; we need
legislature-changing the formula.
finalized without one word of static that hearings can't be held to students who are concerned about
The governor has already told the BEF that it must lower the budget student input. In fact, student find out where improvements may decisions affecting them, and who
recommendations it made.
can attend meetings of various
opinions are frequently ignored.
be made?
In effect, this means that the schools' needs have been determined but
organizations.
the state will not agree to them. So much for using formulas,
We believed that the public was misled by the promise of an equitable
Where mechanisms for student
And existing mechanisms are so
Currently, there is no other group
system. We recognize that there may be bugs in the formula and that per· control of their own affairs do exist, loose that they are easily cirfaction cannot be expected immediately; however, to state a formula has they exist at the whim of the ad- cumvented- witness
Prof. on campus willing to challenge the
been used and change the results is far from being honest.
ministration, which has not seen fit Homestead's alleged violation of UNM administration directly, to
When the universities go before the legislature, especially this Univer- to abolish these mechanisms din:oc· ASUNM procedures in obtaining a back up criticisms with cold facts
sity, we would like to see some honesty in the financing process and not tly, but could always do it very sub· contract for Sir Alfred Ayer, and and alternatives, to look at all sides
of an issue. We'd like to try.
have it masked under the facade of a formula.
the abuses of the Film Committee.
• tly.
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'Student Opinions Are Frequently Ignored

Use Proper Channels for Communication
Editor:
I would like to explain to Esther
Romero why I am concerned about
the spray painting on the mall more
than I am about the "detrimental
~olicies" of the administration or

DOONESBURY

.the "racism, sexism, and white
chauvinism" that he says thrives at
UNM.
I am not concerned because I
don't believe these things exist in
the form of sanctioned policies. If

by Garry Trudeau

{(lifER£ HAVe
AU. 71113 FLIJI(/$1<9
6CW&? 71113 L£O,qey
C¥= A 7lll/P 15 COMPOST FOR. eRIC

• You have stated that the proper
channels for "oppressed people"
to express their views have always
been limited and ineffective.
Esther, Blacks attained their
freedom in this country through
these ineffective methods. Women
got the right to vote through these
limited channels. The former
President of this nation was forced
out of office when an outraged
oeople used these same channels.
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Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent e
majority opiniofl of the D'aily lobo
StaH .• AU other Cbluf.Tlr\S, cartOons
and letters tepresent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the staH,

your real intention is to bring the attention of myself and others to
these detrimental policies, then
why don't you say what they are
and what you think should be done
about them in a logical, reasonable
manner rather than making
meaningless, slanderous, baseless,
and offensive accusations.
Ever since I came to UNM, I have
been subjected to huge amounts of
ridiculous propaganda, I have not
once been prese;Jted with a valid
example of oppression.

AN/J 77fAT'S
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Editor· in-Chiel
Susan Walton
Pb.oto j:dito•
Wendell T. Hunt

The system has been proven.
You don't have to abandon your
values or kiss anyone's feet to use
it. Can you deny that the exchange
of letters in the LOBO has had more
beneficial effect than a thousand
cans of spray paint?
I would suggest to you and
anyone else that, rather than of·
fend people with graffiti, which
cannot in any way be considered a
legitimate form of communication,
try to make the world better for
yourself and society as a whole
through proper use of the channels
available, It works,
David L. Roberson
Managing Editor
Teresa Coin
Arts & Media
Ken Walston
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Phil D. Hernandez
Director
Office of the University Infiltrator
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Editor's Note
The Opinion in Thursday's LOBO
by Esther Romero is the official
MEChA stand on the slogan pain·
ted on the UN M walls.

Left Behind
Editor:
Much has been written in the let·
ter to the editor columns about the
spray painting of buildings around
campus but none of the letters
gave notice to the fact that there
was too much repetition, Why
there are two "Down With Fascist
Policies" (spelled wrong) and
"Power to the People."
They left out such exciting gems
of the protest era as: Up Against
the Wall, Ban the Bomb, Burn Baby
Burn, Hell No We Won't Go, Right
On, Free the Chicago Seven, Make
Love Not War, Remember the
Pueblo, Kilroy Was Here, Beat
Navy, Nixon's the One, U,S. Out of
Vietnam, Free Huey and the ever·
important Give Ireland Back to the
Irish.
Joe Donnelly
News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

, Porter Dillon, ASUNM Speakers
The eight musicians agreed
Committee chairperson, said the that breaking into !he music
committee is sponsoring the concert business is tough, but the deck
because they believe a change was seems to be stacked even more so
needed in the program, She added, against women. Kim Kelly said, "It
"This year's series has included a has nothing to do with lack of
variety of respected experts in a talent and the programming begins
variety of special-interest areas, In so early in life, we are hardly aware
Women, regardless of the figures order to provide a more well- of it. Little girls are taught to think
accorded them on the "money· rounded s~ries, we have included an about becoming concert pianists
making, record-cutting, concert evening of entertainment. To make \vhile little boys dream of Leon
performing circuit," do make it even more unique, it's an evening Russell or Duke Ellington. Girls
beautiful music together. Spon- of entertainment by local talent. have few images or idols to mirror
sored by the ASUNM Speakers Collectively these women represent while boys have a multitude of
Committee, eight Albuquerque 84 years of music and we are heroes to pick from."
women musicians will appear in pleased to be able to bring their •
concert Thursday, Dec. 9, at 8 p.m. talent to.campus."
The musicians, in discussing the
in Keller Hall in the Fine Arts
reasons for the lack of women in
Bringing eight independent the professional rock concert
Center at the University of New
Mexico. All seats are $2 at the SUB musicians to UNM is unique, but circuit, said prejudice, the strain of
the women share a common goal. life on the road, lack of financial
and Fine Arts Box Offices.
Erica Pitt said the women, who backing and general support were
Called "The Spirit Within Us," have never worked together, just a few of the reasons.
the two-hour concert will feature an decided to appear together as a
evening of original music with a collective to raise money to help
While there are a few female
program that will include jazz, publish their own nlllsic. She ad- "rock stars" available, Lara
blues, country-western, folk and ded, "We thought we could draw a Straughn said one of the areas in
ragtime. The featured performers larger audience this way. Instead of music where women are almost
are Erica Pitt, guitar and vocals; paying $2 to see one person in totally discounted is jazz. "Most
Kim Kelly, piano and vocals; Lara concert, we are offering eight. I people think jazz is strictly for men
Straughn, guitar and vocals; Lilly don't think this kind of concert has and the same can be >aid of blues,"
Keller, clarinet, guitar and vocals; taken place in Albuquerque for she said. "We should remember
Mary Oden, vocals; Cynthia several years. Because of the . what the status of women was in
Carlew, percussions; Colleen general lack of places to perform, this country when jazz and blues
Pierson, percussions and vocals, we all need the concert exposure became part of the American
and Magdelin Lucke, flute and and it's exciting to think that we culture, It was socially taboo for a
can all share the opotlight"
piano.
woman of respectability to perform

By Lynda Sparber
The annual Christmas book sale
by the University of New Mexico
Press is over, but students can still
continue to buy regular priced
books with a ten per cent discount
and no sales tax.
UNM ,Press is getting in its patest
selections almost daily, and
preliminary summarys seem to
indicate some promising prospects.
Currently in stock is Early
Archileclure in New Mexico by
Bainbridge Bunting. Bunting
outlines sixteen hundred years of
architecture in the state beginning
with the pithouses of the Basket
Makers and ending with modern
approaches.
Scheduled to arrive this week is

'

Athletic Council Blame
Editor:
In regards to some· of the rasty
letters recently published, the
Women's Field Hockey team would
like to make the public aware of the
true situation.

By Janis Nichols
Fifty-six per cent of America's
31,500,000 amateur music-makers
are women. Women account for 77
per cent of all pianists but only 14
per cent of all drummers and 11.9
per cent of all trumpeters,

Linda Estes presented the
proposal to the Athletic Council to
drop Field Hockey from the
Women's Athletic budget. The
responsibility of the final decision
was then laid on the Athletic Coun·
ell's shoulders!
The Athletic Council, not making
any effort to inquire further into the
situation caused them to make a
lackadaisical decision, that being to
drop it.

The Spell of New Mexico. Tony
Hillerman edited this volume of
essays by writers influenced by the
creative enchantment of New
Mexico. Ninety-six pages long, the
book sells for $6.95.
The paperback version of Jndiun
Silver: Navajo and Pueblo Jewelers
is available now for $7 .50. Its
promotion lauds it as "the most
complete, authoritative book
available on southwestern Indian
Jewelry."
The Black Image in Latin
American Literature by Richard
Jackson, in addition to other issues,
explores the works of non-black
and black authors to study the
black theme and racial attitudes of
theculture.ltS!'IIs for$10.
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This is one of the reasons why
she felt the proposal had to be
made. In her eyes what else could
she do?? The whole problem is thot
the women's program for athletics
isn't funded adequately!!
Sue Kelt
UNM Field Hockey Team

When yo
'finished
finals
came party
at Ned's.
(everyone else
does!)

Copy Editor
Karen Moses

in public. There was no training
available, no exposure to it, no
money for lessons, no support and
no audience. In spite of that a few
women made it. Bessie Smith cut
bet ween 160 and 170 records and
sold over 10,000,000 records, Her
music is still popular and it's still
selling. Don't forget Ella Fitzgerald
or Billie Holiday."
Kelly added, "Whether you're
talking about music or the status of
women in general, one major ihfluencc was Christianity. The
church is mostly to blame for the
status of women in both areas.
Church music is the oldest music in
the world and because they saw
women as evil and as the tempt res>
of man, the church went out of its

way to keep women out of church
affairs and especially its music and
ceremony. The attitude was so
stcong that in Europe in the 17th
and 18th centuries men sang and
played female roles in all church
music and pageantry. The demand
for this was so great, boys were
castrated to maintain their high,
clear
voices.
Now
that's
discrimination!"

Straughn said, "It's interesting
to note that ~ome of the world's
most respected and loved composers and musicians had sisters
and wives who were just as
musically capable as they were.
Nannerl Mozart and Clara
Schumann were two of thein.

Just published Dec. I was A Very
Small Remnant
by Michael
Straight. This 200 page book is a
novel about the 1864 massacre of a
band of Southern Cheyenne by a
force of the Colorado militia after
the Indians had already officially
surrendered. The paperback is
$2.95.
Papers presented in Albuquerque
at a conference in 1975 are

published in Chicanos in Higher
Education; Proceedings of a
National Institute on Access to
Higher Education for the Mexican
American. A paperback 208 pages
long, it sells for $4.95.
The Coloradans by Robert
Athearn gives the story of Colorado
from 1859 to the present, centering
on the social history rather than the
political. The 440-page book will
sell for $15 when it arrives at UNM
Press Dec. 6.
The study of the Juan Peron
interregnum in Argentina is
presented in Argentina, 1943-1976:
the National Revolution and
Resistance. Written by Donald
Hodges, it sells for $9.95 cloth and
$4.95 paperback.

Expected in early January is New
Mexico Government by UNM
professors F. Chris Garcia and Paul
Hain. The novel about two children
in the old west, the Mountain Lion,
will be out next year.
Two books will be out in March.
The Friar Estates of the Phillip·
pines should appeal to those in·
terested in the development of
Southeast Asia. From Dryden to
Jane Austen:Essays on English
Critics and Writers, /660-1816 is a
broad ranging collection of
literature and criticism of the era.
The UNM Press is in the jour·
nalism building with the main
entrance facing Central Avenue.
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The women's budget is less than
10 per cent of the total athletic
budget. Women comprise 46 per
cent of the total population at
UNM. Why should Linda Estes
even have to deal with the trivial
amount she gets that she has to
budget for ei>Jht sporfs?

Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

Lara Straughn

UNm Press Offers Southwest, Latin Themes
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What can be done to combat this
trend? The Office of the University
lnfil,trator is asking for your help.

Women making music
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Eden Express/by Mark
o Vonnegut/Bantam Books
0 Paperback, I 9761274 pages.

-g

Review by Orlando Medina
....l
Mark Vcinnegut has suffered a
1:; lot.
'@
He was the upper middle-class
~ son of an up'and-coming successful

'B
u

writer,
(Kurt
Vonnegut),
graduatedfrom a private college
and gathered enough money to buy
an 80-acre commune in British
Columbia. To makethings even
worse, as a conscientious objector
for his draft classification, he was
forced to work security inan asylum

Il

Vonnegu~

to maintain that status. The
breaking point came when he took
drugs, became a hippie and
thewoman he slept with slept with
someone else .
I got them white middle-class
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blues 'cause my water-pik don't
work
no
more
-------------~----------------~-------------·-------~~~;;~~~~------
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Vonnegut (not his father Kurt)
tells it all in The Eden Express. It is
his description of his days as
theidei!listic flower child of the
sixties who went mad and found his
way back to sanity.
I once heard a guy who was
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hip~ie

FREE

legally insane and confined for a
jew years asked what it was like to
be insane.He answered, "You do
things that make a hell of a lot of
sense to you but nobody
else. "-O.M.

From 7-9
Monday thru Saturday

Really, it's a good book that
describes an area that has become
one of the biggest denials of civil
rights inthe world-the legally
insane. It is easier in this country to
be declared legally insane than it is
to get on anelection ballot.
The Russians confine their insane
because they don't fit in the mold
of the party. The Americans
confinetheir insane because they
don't fit in the mold of society.
Vonnegut did strange things.

This Weekend

Wally & The Snails

A woman was describing a friend
of hers treated and released from an
asylum. "When she went into
1heasylum she imagined weird
things and did crazy things. Now
that she's been treated, she still
imagines weirdthings but she
doesn't
do
the
crazy
thinM. "-O.M.

Uncle Nasty's
A Good Place To Make Friends"

Entertainment 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.

Vo.megut was a schizophrenic
who went through the proc;ess of
curing his disease, from the point
wherehe thought the gold tie clasp
on his doctor was a button to push
and end the world to his his final

GEMINI PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS
an evening with

release
as
a
fragile and vulnerable human
being.
To cure or help cure his
schizophrenia, Vonnegut received
large doses of Thorazine, a
tranquilizer.
"Little by little, with massive
doses of Thorazine in my ass and
my milkshake ... ," Vonnegut writes
ofuow he began to finally realize he
was confined in a mental asylum.
But also once he realized he was
crazy, itdidn' t make the crazy stuff
stop happening to him.
Somehow the book is twofold in
gut reaction. You have to appreciate the description of the

KIVA AUDITORIUM

f\LBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER

Spend two fun filled hours with George Carlin
Complete Bar Service
GOOD RESERVED SEATS WILL BE
AVAILABLE AT DOOR:
FOR MORE lNFORMATION CALL
883-1080
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A Response
To 'Why Not
The ·Best?'
Jimmy Carter, Jimmy Carter/Gary
Al/en!'76 Press/$1.00/88 pages
Book Review by Alan Dumas, Alan
Dumas
Ever since the Council on
Foreign Relations enslaved the
world four years ago, they've been
looking for a man to drive the last
nails into the coffin of American
free enterprise. Now it appears
theyve_ found their boy: James Earl
Carter; Jr.
Gary Allen, author of None Dare
Call It Conspiracy, is possibly the
only American left who has not
been brainwashed by an international plot to make us all
mindless slaves to creeping socialist
ideas. While we swallowed the
campaign pap of Carter and Ford
(both servants of the Kremlin) Mr.
Allen was researching the hidden
truth about our new president, and
discovered some horrifying things.
It is a well-known fact to students
of international politics that vice
president-elect M ondale flies to
Moscow every year to help plot the
further enslavement of free peoples
while a well-trained actor impersonates him in the Senate,
voting in socialist bills that will
reduce this country to a primitive
welfare state like Namibia or
Sweden.
What you may not know is this

Review by Orlando Medina
He used to play up at the Hitchin' Post Bar with his uncle, Dick
Bills, a local TV kiddie-show
personality. Later he sat in as a
studio musician with everybody
from Frank Sinatra to the Beach
Boys. He even ended up touring
with the Beach Boys.
A lot of people don't like Glen
Campbell, but I do.
This is his best hits album and it's
kind of strange that it's taken this
long to come out, but when you
stop to think about it, it's taken this
long to accumulate enough hits for
an album. Unfortunately Campbell
got sidetracked with a lot of the
Hollywood celebrity crud and
forgot he was and still is a musician
and singer.
He was cast in movies like True
Grit, only because he wanted to
work with old John Wayne and the
movie producers couldn't have the
Duke singing the theme. Somehow
I cannot picture the ole boy singing
phrases like "Well I'll tell ya," or
"Look here, pilgrim."
If you stop and listen to the old
hits like Wichita Lineman or
Galveston (which, by the way, was
an anti-war song) you realize that it
was nice, clean, easy music, sort of
a folksy easy listening with a touch
of country-western.
It was murdered, like old Beatles
and everybody else, by our dear
friends the Muzak people. Campbell's sounds picked up a bad
reputation because they were being
electronically hummed in every
frozen-food section of every
grocery store in between the calls
for another checker and a special
on underdeveloped eggplant.
All the tunes are there, from
John Hartford's Gentle On My
Mind banjo to Jimmy Webb's By
the Time I Get to Phoenix. It also
includes Rhinestone Cowboy and

Cormt(v Boy [You've Got Your
Feet in L.A.].
Rhinestone Cowboy was number
one on the country charts in 1975
and received two American Music
awards. This is not too bad when
you consLdcr a lot of country
singers are too busy writing songs
with lyrics about C.B. radios. 1
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By The Slice
By The Pan
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Salads-Sandwiches-Pizza-Spaghetti
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Special
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Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

$1.00 Off Any Large Pizza
$.50 Off Any Medium Pizza
One Coupon Per Customer
2004 Central S.E.
843-~750
Please Present Coupon
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The Rhinestone Cowboy
mean there are only so many words
or ph rases that rhyme with
"Smokey" or "10-4 Good Buddy."
For a change of pace there is I

-"The music makes my
marijuana plants grow bigger

leaves;"
-"Boz Scaggs plays maracas on

Widlita Lineman;:·

Knew Jesus [Before He was a
Supers/err] which is a good enough

-"1 string them together to
make large heishei chokers;"
Or how about, I like Tire Best of
Glen Campbell." Why not? I do.

spiritual and just might prove that
some people "found it" but just
didn't have the advertising campaign to "show it."
The album is worth the money
but if you arc embarrassed by
walking into a record store and
asking for The Best of Glen
Campbell while getting strange
looks from the customers with Pink
Floyd albums, you can choose from
the following excuses:
-"It's a present for my cousin
who raises chickens;' •
-"If you play it backward a
voice says, 'Tommy Smothers is
dead;'"

OKIES
I 720 Centra I S E

Pitcher BEER $1.25
Fridays 3-6 p.m.

Sat. Night

Saturday Night--with this coupon
Buy First Drink Get Second Drink Free
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Pitchers
. . . . . $1.75
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• Special Drinks
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WithJheir Single On KRST
Turquoise Man
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astounding fact reported in the·
ultra-radical paper Village Voice:
"When he thought the crowd's

** ** "'
**
*
*
A 25c Cover Which Will Be
1<
Donated To The M.S. Drive! *
*
Cover Will Be In Effect
*
**
Dec. 3, 4&5.
~
Pratt's New Triangle Lounge *
""' Corner of Girard Central *
*
*********************
Come To Pratt's
New Triangle Lounge

The Best of Glen Campbell/Capitol

·
I - - - - - - Coupon - - - - - - ·I

SUNDAY
DEC 5TH 8PM

gonemad and the return trip,
but the roots of his madness cannot
draw out any sympathy. Praise for
the bookand its story should be
heaped on the author, but emotion
should be saved for those trapped
to a life of ananode on one ear and
an electrode on the other.
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~ ''Dance For Those Who Can't''
i( The Triangle Will Be Charging
i(

Nice, Clean, E~sy music
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Lower Level Coronado Center
(next to the Broadway at Northwest End)
Look For Our Sign And Outside Entrance
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A small but appreciative
0 audience braved the cold to attend
o· Albuquerque Dance Theater's fall
premiere on Tuesday night. The
-l repertoire included some familiar
works and was was highlighted by
the debut of "Family Dance," an
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improvisation structured by
Whitney Rau and founded on the
Family of Man exhibit at New
York's Museum of Modern Art.
The first piece was the least stable
of the dances. An opening piece
must be chosen with discretion, and
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Western Skies Motor Hotel
presents DIRECT

FROM LONDON

Y~' \520 ~ID

~~·

\ll:IJcatre .Restaurant

"it wus,Kn·a-t tun" - -LosA.N(Ti:~LESTi'MES.

DINNER & 2 HOUR SHOW FROM $8.95, GROUP RATE $6.95
Eat a feast a La Tom Jones, drink and be merry with King
Henry VIII, his jesters and minstrels in a show the critics have
called "Fantastic" and "unblievable." Step back in time to
London and the year 1520.

RESERVATIONS 299-4401

ordinarily "7 X 8," a dynamic,
pulsing dance, would be an ideal
choice. Tuesday's performance of
the piece, however, suffered slightly
from "wobbles" and the dancers
seemed to lack a necessary
cohesiveness. Only in the second
piece, entitled "Odyssey," were the
dancers aud audience able to begin
to feel at ea;e,
"Odyssey," a duet, was an
enchanting piece portraying the rich
mosaic
of
a
man/woman
relationship, The fluid lines of the
costumes, the music, lighting, and
sculpturesque lines of the dance
held the audience spellbound to
such an extent that w\len a break in
music occurred, a hush imbued the
auditorium, making the dancers'
rhythmic
breathing
plainly
distinguishable.
There is a sensitive combination
of movements in this piece, particularly when the female dancer
shatters the circle created by the

ASUNM SPEAKERS
COMMITTEE
presents

Buckminster Fuller
"First Poet of Technology"
"The greatest living genius of industrial
technical realization in building."
Creator of the Geodesic Dome
Holder of 39 Honorary degrees.
December 7, 8 pm Popejoy Hall UNM
Tickets at UNM SUB Box Office and
Albuquerque Ticket Agency in Coronado
Admission: $3.50 Genneral Public
$2.00 UNM Students

male dancer's arms, granting a
feeling like coming up from the
depth ,of the sea and breaking
through to the light.
"The Vivaldi Dance," as with
"Odyssey," benefitted by a change
in costume. Although the skirt of
featured dancer Hallie Newman
occasionally seemed cumbersome,
the use of soft, flowing material
allowed for a plasticity of
movement.
It would have been all too easy,
in this piece, for the dance to be
swept away, even dwarfed, by
Vivaldi's (typically Baroque)
prodigious modulations. Pamela
Knisel, in her creation, wisely
shunned any attempt to "leash"
expression, allowing music and
dance to work reciprocally. The
dance itself was marked by a
variation of basic movement
themes, in classical simplicity.
"The Rat Rode In" is a
humerous adaptation of an epic
theme-a knight in tarnished armor
(shorts and a Mickey Mouse hat),
duels to win the hand of his rueful
maiden (a slightly disheveled

(Con(lnued from Po.ge 6)

attention had turned away from
him, the smile on Mr. Carter's face
began to freeze, and the blankness
il1 his eyes was crowded out by an
American-blue ice that was truly
frightening to look upon."

education and gun control. And
worst of all he wants to regulate
American business.
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has respect for the basic institutions
of human decency-something that
Carter obviously lacks.
It is too late nov. to ~top the
compiracy, but every American
should at least know the truth.

Compiled by Orlando Medina
Guild Theatre-Starting today is
a documentary about the man who
does things to electric guitars tnat
the Marquis de Sade did to close
friends. Times for Jimi Hendrix can
be obtained by calling 265-0220.
Don Pancho's-Although it is
pretty good movie, see the flick that
competes with I Love Lucy for the
number of times it can be rerun.
Alan Bates sta1 > in The King of
Hearts. Bates buttocks bared at
7:20 and 9:30p.m.
Lobo-Carrie is an easy pick up.
Religion and telekinesis lift your
spirits at 7:45 and 9:45 p.. m.
Hiland-From luxury cars to
· Seminole
Indian,
Richardo
Montalban is one of the stars of Joe
Panther. This is a simple story
where boy meets girl: boy must
prove he is brave: boy wrestles
alligators. A preliminary Gator
Bowl plays at 7:30 and 9:30p.m.
.Fox- Winrock-The umpteenth
showing of Marathon Man delights
audiences as Laurence Olivier and
Dustin Hoffman prove what you
always believed as a child: your
dentist is a Nazi. Olivier shuns
Lavoris at 7:30 and 9:45p.m.
Louisiana Mall-The triple
theatre presents:
Fred Astaire, James Franciscus,
and Barbara Eden turn from tap
dancing, blind detectives and
bolt led women to Tile A mazing
Doberman\·. The winner of the
Canis Film Festival shows at 7:10
and 9 p.m.
Woody Allen puts up The Front
at 8 and 10 p.m. on the second
screen. A pleasant but sometimes
confusing ~tory of a writer during
the era when Charlie McCarthy's
brother, Joe the senator, was
hunting for communists.
Starting today on the third screen
is Billersweet Love. Advertised as
the "only kind of love between a
man and a woman that is still
forbidden," the typical collegeperverted mind goes wild with the
possible orifices of the human body
left untapped. But not with a PO
rating. Call299-4412 for times.

The Sunshine Theatre
salutes Albuquerque
and the thousands
of patrons who made
our first two months
a rousing success.

1n the first theatre is Burt
Reynolds in Hustle and Joe Don
Baker in Framed. Hustle at 9:30
p.m. and Framed at 7:30p.m.
The Godfather Part JJ returns as
AI Pncino proves that Joey Gallo is
Latvian and organized crime is
actually creeping socialism.
Showing only at 8 p.m.
Sunshine-James Cagney is
George M. Cohan in Yankee
Doodle Dandy. A fun entertaining
musical of yesteryear unless the guy .
in the scat next to you looks like
Curtis LeMay. Shows at 7:30 p.m.
The second feature is Gary Cooper
in Sergeant York at 9:15p.m.
Hoffmantown-Oene Wilder
and Marty Feldman in another
return showing of Sherlock
Holmes' Smarter Brother.
Mel
Brooks is not in this one and the
movie .definitely confirms it.
Typical elementary comedy. At
7:45p.m. only.
SUB Theatre-Tonight is the end
of the semester season for the little
theatre that has had so much hassle
but is the most popular item on the
ASUNM budget. At 7 a11d 9:15
p.m. is reggae mu>ic's top star
Jimmy Cliff in The Harder They

a'ailable at the American Opinion
Book,torc.

~
J

Midnite Dance Contest

wild synthesizer that can reproduce
100 l sounds and a variety of other
tastefully used sound effects.

Review by George Gesner
Electric Light Orchestra are the
wizards of classic-rock music
fusion in today's entenainment
world.

The album includes an old Move
song called "Do Ya." Move was
the founding group of E.L.O. with
Jeff Lynne and Bev Bevan coming
out of it.

The group is following a
noticeable trend. The trend is improvement and this album fits right
in.

A New World Record is the best
E.L.O. album to date. The group
unfolds their whole bag of tricks
with echo vocals, a variety of
falsettos, string techniques, the

First Prize - $25.......
Second - Pitcher of 'f
Friday and Saturday

r~_....._...__..._

!
i

The Triangle Now Has Complete
Drive-in Liquor Facilities

j
I

l
I

l

l
l
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echoes;

Fine," a rock 'n' roll

Gary Cooper (Academy Award Winner)
. 2:45 & 9:20
Sat. 2:15 & 5:45
·---------------- Clip and Save

Sun, !'Jov 28 thru Sat, Dec 4

YANKEE DOODLE
DANDY
James Cagney, Joan Leslie

SERGEANT YORK
Gary Cooper,
Walter Brennan
Sun. Dec 5 thru Tues, Dec 7

ANTHONY
ADVERSE

._.._~·-·

._...._...._

Free
Video
Tapes

~

Philosopher, Lecturer, Cosmogomst

1
i

Buckminster Fuller Will Speak
Dec. 7 At 8 pm In l'o(lc.inJ Hull

Errol Flynn, Viveca Lindfors

THEY DIED WITH
THEIR BOOTS ON
Errol Flynn, Olivia de
Havilland

NIGHT AND DAY
(Color)
Cary Grant. Alexis Smith

! The Harder
! They
1

Come

I1

Wed. Dec 15 thru Thurs.
Dec 23 (National
Re-re\ease)

I
I

~

l

) J
I )

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
"I
I
I
I
I

Errol F\yhn, Olivia de
Havilland

I

I
1

ADVENTURES OF
DON JUAN (Color)

DODGE CITY
(Color)

_.._..~.-~

1
I1
sponsore db y stu d ent A ctiVlties
.. .
i R. Buckminster Fuller: THE WORLD GAME
I
Inventor Of The Geodesic Dome,
)
World Traveller, Holder Of 15Q Pat~nts,

Wed, Dec 8 thru Sat, Dec 11

Sun. Dec 12 thru Tues.
Dec 14

Ftido.y o.nd
So.turdo.y

IT'S A
WONDERFUL
LIFE
James Stewart,
Donna Reed, Lionel
Barrymore, Gloria Grahame

Dec 24: Closed

SUB Theo.tre
7 & 9:15 pffi

a1 00

'P •

}

)
1
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Sergeant York

POSSESSED

--

jig; "Shangri-La" a blue ballad
with tropical strings and somewhat
similar format to "One Summer
Dream" on the previous album;
"Telephone Line" an enchanting
number that goes down nostalgia
lane; and the best number,

. ..._.. __ ....,......_..._... __

..

~~so

"'

And

"Mission," a soft haunting piece
with distant guitar, subdued raging
strings and a shade of funk.

Other songs include the hot
single "Livin' Thing" equipped
with gypsy violins and voice

c:;

r.

ames Cagney(Academy Award Winner)
Fri. 1:00 & 7:30
Sat. 4:00 &

Fredric March, Olivia de
Havilland

"Mission" is the aliens' view of a
beautiful earth that turns into a
disappointment for them with the
misanthropy and grief that abounds on the planet's surface. Oh well,
the important thing is that this
album rates a solid A.

0

Yankee Doodle Dandy

They get student money, but they
are subject to the New Mexico
Union rules which means that while
places like the UNM Audio-Visual
Center are up to their necks in
equipment, the SUB Theatre has
sound problems and getting a
popcorn maker would be too much
competition to the SUB's concession sales.

"A New World Record"IE/ectric
Light Orchestra/United Artists
UA-LA-679-G

CT

oday Thru Saturday

Come ..
As an aside remark and with
much serious thought, it is unfortunate that the SUB Theatre has
had so many problems. They run
into a solid wall whenever they have
tried to update their equipment or
even get a simple popcorn machine.

r

0

The festival
of fine films
from Hollywood's
Golden Era
continues ...

Joan Crawford, Van Heflin

With The Triangle's

'

Eastdale-Bobbie Gentry reveals
why Billie Joe jumped off the
bridge in Ode to Billie Joe. Back
into a friend at 7:30 and 9:30p.m.

The Mall · Cinema-Charlton
Heston and John Cassavettes tell
the story of the only way to sell
tickets in the press box section of
the UNM Football Stadium. 91,000
people. 33 exits ... One sniper. Two
Minute Warning relieves your
athletic fee at 7;30 and 9:40p.m.
Montogomery
.
l'laza-Aibuquerque's other triple
theatre offers:
Another movie in the series
which advocates the existentialist
philosophy, The House of Exorcism. Help keep Satan out of
unemployment lines at 7:55 and
9:45 p.m.
Car Wash is a good comedy with
backgrmmd music that does not
remind you of the Hollywood
Strings. Shall we lather at the river?
Showing at 6, 7:50 and 9:40 n.m.
Great Advenwre is the third
choice at 7 and 9 p.m. Another boy
and his dog story with Jack
Palance. One of the few times there
is another character meaner than
Palance who can probably hold
about 25 pounds of the child ,;tar in
his belly.
Los Altos-Twin screens present:
Infra-Man is beyond bionics. He
is shock-proof, dust-proof, waterproof, anti-magnetic, self-winding
and only loses three seconds a year.
When he is not showing at 7:40 and
9:30 p.m., he makes a great gift
under the tree. Genuine Ieatl1er
strap optional.
Jack Weston and Chita Rivera
take The R it;:; from stage to the
~crcen on the second screen. More
Neil Simon one liners at 8 and 9:45
p.m.
Cinema East-The twin theatre
duplicates the Great Adventure at 7
and 9 p.m. No passes or discounts
but considering the movie,
donations will kindly be accepted.
The second theatre offers Shout
a/ the Devil and is supposed to be in
the tradition of King Solomon's
Mines and stars Lee Marvin and
Roger Moore. Children under 12
will be split in half and e~ch half
given to a different mother. Shows
at 7:30 and 9:50p.m.

ELO's CIQssic-Rock Fusion Wotks

Jimmy Caner, Jimmy Carter b

l

Pratt's New Triangle Lounge
Corner On Central And Girard

----~-·--~---

!• LOBO movie Guide I•

Faced with these facts, can any
patriotic American call Carter a
man? Even the poorest Chinese serf

This was reported in ar. admittedly socialist newspaper! Even
they can see the terrible truth:
Jimmy Carter may not even be
human. Arising from obscurity
almost overnight, no one can tell us
anything about this man's personal
life. Until a year ago nobody had
every heard of him. Now he will be
president.

Look at the facts: Carter supports the radical Equal Rights
Amendment that would guarantee
women equal opportunity in jobs
held by free-thinking American
men for generations. He believes in
federal aid to cities run by socialist
zombies. He believes in sex

...,Flavour"

Auditions for the Vortex
Theatre's third production The
Birds by Aristophanes, will be
Saturday and Sunday, Dec. II and
12 from I to 4 p.m. at the Vortex.
Needed are actors, actresses,
musicians, dancers and anyone who
wants to be a bird. The show is
directed by Ellen Dowling and
rehearsals begin Jan. 3. The Vortex
is at 106-A Vassar SE.

__,.-
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Play Ttyouts

Corter,. Carter Cont. ..

This truth may be hard to accept,
but Mr. Allen warned us years ago
that this would happen. We are
faced with an android president
programmed to sell this country
down the river.

For That Colorado Boogie

ballerina). He succeeds and they
ride off into the sunset on his trusty
steed
(a
one-speed
twowheeler) ... an enjoyable piece,
"Family Dance" is not conducive to immediate reception, but
must be absorbed over time that the
totality may be perceived and integrated into the observer's subjective background of experience.
All together it was a rewarding
evening, indicating the vast growth
achieved by this young company in
a mere three years.

.

.

Spellbinding DQnce Greets Small Audience

13
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Sat, Dec 25 thru Tues.
Dec 28

THE QUIET MAN
(Color)
John Wa.yne, Maureen
O'Hara, Barry Fitzgerald,
Ward Bond

PENNY
SERENADE
Irene Dunne. Cary Grant
Wed, Dec 29 thru Tues.
Jan 4

THE JOLSON
STORY (Color,
70 mm. & stereophonic sound)
Larry Parks. Evelyn Keyes

THE AWFUL
TRUTH
Irene Dunne, Cary Grant
Wed, Jan 5 thru Sat, Jan 8

THE BANK DICK
W. C. Fields

YOU CANT CHEAT
AN HONEST MAN
W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen

Sun, Jan 9 thru Tues. Jan 11

ANIMAL
CRACKERS
The Marx Bros. Margaret
Dumont

SHE DONE HIM

WRONG

Mae West. Cary Grant

Wed, Jan 12 thru Tues.
Jan 18 .

THE RED SHOES
(Color)
Moira Shearer,
Anton Walbrook

THE RED
. BALLOON
Pascal Lamorisse

ON THE BIG SCREEN AT THE
SUNSHINE THEATRE • NOV. 28-JAN.18
CENTRAl AT 2nd • 242·9741 • ACRES OF PARKING "

.

MATINEES DAILY AT 1 P.M •
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UNM Book§tore

I

There's$$$ In Them
Thar Books. We Will
Pay Cash!!! New Titles
Are Added To This List
Daily, Bring 'em All!
BookSenninger

Canton·
Castillo
Cioffari
Dalbor
Dalbor
Del Rio
Del Solar
Lamadrid

L' Art De Michel Butor '70 OUP
1.75
Nosotros Somas Dios '66 H-R ..... 2.25
Prim eras Lecturas En Espanol
Book-1) '73 HM ............... . 1.15
Spanish Review Grammar 3rd '72
Heath ...................... . 5.00
Spanish Pronur\ication '69 Rinehart 4.00
Spanish Pronunication '69 Rinehart 4.00
Antolgia Gen De La Lit Espanola
Vol2 '60 Rinehart ............. . 7.25
Hispanico - Holt .............. . 4.50
Far East Pub .. Read ChineseBook 1 ...................... . 1.75
Communicating in Spanish Level I
'74HM ......... : ........... . 6.15

Langen-

schedit
Gutentag .................. _ .. .
Mod Lang
Assoc.
Modern Spanish 3rd '73 HB ...... .
Penuelas
Intra A La Literature Espana! '69
MeG ....................... .
So to
Repaso de Gramatica 2nd '74 HB ..
Tarr
Graded Span Re\'iew Gram & Comp
2nd '73 PH/ ACC .............. .
Thomas
Grammar of Spoken Brazilian.
Portuguese ................... .
Walsh
Cuentos Americanos 3rd '70 Nort ..
Wheello~h Latin- An Intro Course ......... .
Wishard
Spiel und Sprache '71 Nort ....... .
Yates
Imaginacion Y Fantasia 3rd '75
Rinehart .................... .
Davis

Kadish

Abell
Abrams
Ackerman
Akmajian
Alderman
Ambron
Am

Lib
Assn
American
Red Cross
Anaya
Anderson
Ariz. State

1.75
6.00
6.00
3.95
4.45

3.45
2.25
1.75
1.85
3.20

Administrative Law (text) 3rd '72
West ....................... . 7.75
Criminal Law & It; Processes 3rd
'75 LB ...................... . I 1.25
American Business Law· Vol. I ... . 5.50
Explor or Universe (Complete) 3rd
'75Holt.: ................... . 7.50
Glossary Literary Terms 3rd '71
Holt. ....................... . 1.75
Norton An tho! Eng Lit 3rd '74 Nort. 5.00
Corporate Social Responsiveness
'76 Reston ................... . 4.00
Intro to Prin of Transformational
SynTax .. : ...... _........... . 7.25
Psychological Behavior in Sport '73
Saund ...................... . 5.00
Child Development '7 5 Rinehart .. . 6.45
Manual of Steel Construction .... . I 1.25
Media Programs .............. . 1.50
Anglo Amer. Cato Rules & Anglo .. 2.50
Amer. Cat Rules Cht. 6 ......... . 1.25
Stand First Aid & Pers Safety '73
D D ......................... . 1.00
Bless Me Ultima ............... . 2.00
As the Twig is Bent '71 H~l ...... . 3.75

Correlated Dictation & Transcription '74 Forkner ............... . 3.20
Brown
Understanding Other Cultures .... . !.50
Brunner
Txtbk Medical·Surgical Nursing
3rd '75 Lipp .................. . 9.85
Bullough Emergence of Modern Nursing 2nd
'69Mac ......... : ........... . 5.45
Burgoon
Approacning Speech/Communication '74 Holt ................. . 3.95
Burling
Man's Many Voices '70 Holt ..... . 4.25
Burns
Government by the People (Basic
Ed) 9th '75 PH ................ . 5.45
Burns
Super Sewing . : ............... . 2.25
Environment & Archaeology 2nd '71
Butzer
Aldine ....................... . 8.95
Callahan Education and the Cult of Efficiency 1.25
Callow
American Urban History (Rdgs)
2nd '73 OUP ................. . 3.25
Developing Questioning Techniques
Carin
'71 Merrill ................... . 1.95
Carnahan Digital Com pUling & Numerical
Methods '73 Wiley ............. . 9.45
Carson
Stage Makeup ................ . 8.50
Carter
Soviet Union 2rd '72 HB ........ . 2.45
Carter
United Kingdom 3rd '72 HB ..... . 2.45
Carter
Mexican American in School ..... . 2.35
Chambers Western Experience (Since 1640)
'74 Knopf ......... : ......... . 4.45
Chambers Western Experience to 1715 '74
Knopf ...................... . 4.45
Chapin
Urban Land Use Planning 2nd '65
Uoflll ...................... . 5.00
Chard
Man in Prehistory 2nd '75 MeG ... . 5.45
Tales of Canterbury '74 HM ..... . 5.95
Chaucer
Churchill Fourier Series etc 2nd '63 MeG ... . 6.45
Churchill Operational Mathematics 2rd '72
MeG ....................... . 7.25
Churchman Systems Approuch ............. . 1.30
Clark
Civilization Art '69 HR ......... . 3.95
Clark
Water Supply & Pollution Control
3rd '77 In text ................. . 7.50
Construction Contracting 3rd '75
Clough
Interscience .................. . 8.45
Cohen
Labor in U.S. 4th '75 Merrill ..... . 7.25
Cole
Melodia ..................... . 1.25
Coleman
Contemporary Psychology & Effec·
tive Behavior '74 SF ............ . 6.75
Collin
Found of Mocrowave Engineering
'66 MeG ..................... . 9.75
Compton Manual of Field Geology '62 Wiley . 6.35
Field Guide to Reptiles & AmphiConant
bians 2nd '75 HM ............. . 3.45
Copeland How Children Learn Mathematic
2nd '74 Mac .................. . 5.95
Copeland Mathematics & Elementary Teacher
3rd '76 Saund ................. . 5.75
Co pi
Symbolic Logic 4th '73 Mac ...... . 5.95
Corrigan Forms of the Drama '72 HM ..... . 3.45
Coser
Family (Structure & Function) 2nd
'74 StMartin ................. . 3.95
Covensky Ancient Near Eastern Tradition '66
HR ....... : ................ . 2.95
Cratty
Remedial Motor Activity for Children '75 LF ................... . 6.75
Life Health 2nd '76 RH/CRM .... . 6.95
CRM
Signals in Linear Circuits '74 HM .. 8.45
Cruz
Current
Amer. Hist Since I 877. Vol II
4th '75 Knopf. ................ . 3.95
Essentials of American History
Current
2nd '76 Knopf ... .' ............ . 4.45
Experimental Physical Chern 7th
Daniels
'70 MeG ..................... . 6.95
Interpretation of Music ......... . 1.10
Dart
Intra to Database Systems '75 A W .. 7.95
Date
Dynamic PE For Elem Sch Child
Dauer
5th '75 Burg .................. . 5.45
Chemistry and the Environment
D'Auria
'73 Saund .................... . 3.45
Davidson Chicano Prisoners '74 Holt .... : .. 2.00
Intra to Vector Anlys 3 '75 AB .... . 7.75
Davis
Davis

Microbiology

~nd

Fund of Nursing 5th '74 Lipp ......
Physical Geography '75 Rinehart. . .
Handbook in Corrective Reading
2nd '77. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gardner
Rates & Mech of Chemical Reactions
'69 Benj.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Garraty
Historical Viewpoints Vol. I to 1877
2nd '75 HR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gelineau
Experiences in Music 2nd '76 MeG. .
Gerlach
Teaching & Media '71 PH . .. . . . . . .
Giachino Welding Skills and Practices . . . . . .
Gieseke
Technical Drawing 6th '74 Mac . . . .
Giordano Basic Bus Mach Calc (Camp Crs)
rev. '71 PH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lntro Herpetology 2nd '71 Freem...
Goin
Goldberger Primer of Water, Electrolyte & Acid
Base Syndromes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goldstein Abstract Algebra (First Course) '73
PH. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Golembie· Cases in Public Management 2nd
wski
/'76 RM.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goode
Family '64 PH ........ ._. . . . . . . .
Goode
World Atlas 14th '74 RM pp . . . . . .
Gordon
Literature in Critical Perspectives
'68 PH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G,reenberg Politics of Pure Science . . . . . . . . . .
Grene
Greek Tragedies II. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Green
American Cities in the Growth
ofANation ...................
Applications of Electronics 2nd
Grab
'66 MeG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grab
Basic Electronics 4th '77 Jan MeG..
Oceanography (View of Earth)
Gross
'72 PH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grout
History of Western Music Rev.
'73 Nort. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gunther
Writing the Mag. Article . . . . . . . . .
Hall
Writing Well 2nd '76 LB . . . . . . . . .
Hammond Worlds Atlas for Students rev.
'72 Hammond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Handlin
The Uprooted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Handlin
Boston's Immigrants . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hanna
Secretarial Procedures & Admin
(K72 6th '73 SW ............... .
Harris
Dance A While 4th '68 Burg Spiral ..
Harris
Individualizing Reading Instruction '72 Holt ............... , . .
Hartt
Art: A History of Painting Sculpture,Arch Vol. II &Vol! ........
Haskins
Rise of Universities '57 Cornell . . . .
Hatlen
Orientation to the Theater 2nd '72
PH/Ace ......................
Hay
Renaissance Debate '65 Krieger . . . .
Heald
General Supervision. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heineman .Plane Trig & Tables 4th '74 MeG...
Public Administration & Public
Henry
Affairs '75 PH.................
Emotionally Disturbed Child in
Hewett
Classroom '68 AB . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hickerson Route Location & Design 5th '67
MeG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hill
Intra to Switching Theory 2nd
'74 Wiley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hillier
Operations Research 2nd '74 HD. . .
Hillman
Re· Visioning Psychology '75 HR. . .
Financial Accounting (A20) '74 SW.
Hobbs
Hoe!
Intra to Stochastic Processes '72 HM
Hole
Intro to Prehistoric Archeology
Holt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hollen
Pattern Making by Blat Pattern
Meth 4th '75 Burg . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Odysseus to Columbus (Classical &
Hollister
Med Hist) '74 Wiley... . . . . . . . . . .
Horn
Second Skin (Study of Clothing)
2nd '75 HM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Horngren Accounting for Mgmt Control3rd
'74 PH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost Accounting 3rd '72 PH . . . . . .
Small Business Mgmt (Casebk)
Hosmer
'66 Irwin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hughes
John Milton Complete Poetry &

•73 1:-f:R . . . . . , .. !6.75

Testing & Inspecting Engrg.
University Creative Photography- Cant era
Materials 3rd '64 MeG .......... .
and Darkroom Man ............ . 3.40
DeBary
Sources
of Chinese Tradition Vol. I
Educational Research & Evaluation
Asher
'60
CUP
..................... .
Methods '76 LB ............... . 6.00
Sources
of
Chinese Tradition Vol. 2
Acoustical Foundations of Music
Backus
'60
CUP
.....................
.
'69 Nort ..................... . 4.85
DeBary
Sources
of
Indian
Tradition
Vol.
I
Transportation & Traffic Engr .... . 13.75
'58 CUP ..................... .
Diagnostic Macro biology 4th '74
Ba:Jey
DeBary
Sources
of Indian Tradition Vol. I I
Msby ....................... . 6.75.
'58CUP
.......•..............
Diplomatic Hist of American
"
De Cecco Psychology of Learning & Instruc
Pet •pie '74 PH ................. . 6.75
2nd '74 PH .................. .
Writer & the Worlds of Words PH .. 3.00
Bain
De
Fleur
Sociology
(Human Society) 2nd '76
3.25
Complete
Stylist
2nd
'72
Crow
....
.
Baker
SF
..........
_.... : .......... .
3.00
Philosophy
and
&x
............
.
Baker
Degler
Neither
Black
Nor
White '71 Mac ..
2.00
Practical
Stylist
................
.
Baker
Dent
an
Semai
'68
Holt
................
.
2.50
Unheavenly
City
revisited
'74
LB
..
.
Banfield
DESOER
Basic
Circuit
Theory
(Complete)
Teaching
Social
Studies
to
Cult
Banks
'69McG ..................... .
Different Children '71 A W ...... . 3.50
DEUTSCH Analysis oflnternational Relations
Saving the Appearances ......... . 1.20
Bar"field
'68 PH ...................... .
Benabarre (Spanish Village) '74 Holt 1.50
Barrett
DEUTCH Politics & Government 2nd '74 HM.
Wonder That Was India ......... . 3.50
Basham
De Vito
Interpersonal Communication Book
Kalopaolo of Brazil '73 Holt ..... . 1.75
Basso
'75 HR . ..................... .
Air Pollution Chemistry '76 Hayden 2.00
Bassow
Phsiology of Exercise 2nd '74 Brown·
De Vries
Batcheller Music ip Rec& Leisure '72 Brown .. 2.00
Dick
Student Teaching .............. .
BaumDickson
Computer & Chemistry '68 Freem ..
Measurement for Eva] Physical
gartner
Doherty
Track& Field Omnibook '71
Education '75 HM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.25
Tafmop ...............•......
Engineering (Intra Creative Prof) . . 7.25
Beakley
Dott
Evolution of the Earth 2nd '76 MeG
Bunyoro: Africa Kingdom '60 Holt . 1.35
Beattie
Downs
Inside Bureaucracy '67 LB ....... .
Parents Are Teachers. . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25
Becker
Dozier
Hano (A Tewa Indian etc) '66 Holt .
Plastic Design of Steel Frames '58
Beedle
Dropkin
Contemporary
Amer Education 3rd
Wiley. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . 10.60.
'75
Mac
.....................
.
Vector Mech for Engineers Vol. I
Beer
Systematic Reading Instruction 2nd
Statics MeG ........ , . . . . . . . . . . 7.75 . Duffy
'77 Jan HR .................. .
Social Deviance Rev '76 Dorsey. . . . 3.95
Bell
Dye
Understanding
Public Policy 2nd
Lighting
the
Stage
2nd
'74
Chand
.
.
7.25
Bellman
'75 PH ...................... .
Benj(UT!in Helping Interview 2nd '74 HM. . . . . 2.60
Ehrlich
Psychology & Contemp Affairs '72
Interpersonal Dynamics 3rd '76
Bennis
BC ......................... .
Dorsey, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Eisberg
Quantum Physics '74 Wiley ...... .
Bergersen Pharmacology in Nursing I 3th '76
.
Ekvall
Mosby ................ ·...... . 6.45
Diagnosis & Remediation of Disabled Reader '76 Allyn ............ .
Berscheid Interpersonal Attraction 2nd '77 .. . 1.50
Elkins
Managerial Odyssey (problems in
Inquiry in Social Studies Classroom
Beyer
business) '75 A W .............. .
'71 Merrill . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . 2.40
Elton
Renaissance & Reformation 3rd '76
practical Concepts in Human
Bickley
Disease '74 WW................ 5.25
Mac ........................ .
Endleman Personality & Social Life '67 RH
Child Development (Rdgs) '67 PH. • 3.95
Bijou
(Rdgs) .......•...............
Archaeological Perspectives '72
Binford
Etzioni
Acad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00
Modern Organization '64 PH .....
Evans
Anatomy & Physiology (Basic
Weather Elements 5th '65PH ..... 6.75
Blair
Intra to Fortran IV Program (lJsing
Principles) 2nd '76 PH .......... .
Blatt
. Evans
Watfor/Watfiv Compiler) '71
Riverside Shakespeare '74 HM .... :
Evans
Goodyear ............• _ . . . . . . . 5.45
Social Psychology in Life 2nd '73 AD
EvansOrigion of Sedimentary Rocks '72
Blatt
Pritchard Nuer (Nilotic People) '40 OUP .....
PH. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.45
Lord & Peas in Russia . . . . . . . . . . . 2. kOO
Blum
Eves
Intro History Mathematics 4th
National Experience (Part 1) to
Blum
'76 Holt . ...................
Fait
1877. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.25
Special Physical Education 3rd
Blum
National Experience Part 2 since
'72 Bolt ..................... .
Faulkner Inside Today's Home 4th '75 Holt ..
1865 ................ ·. . . . .. .. . 4.25
Fedler
Reporting for Print Media '73 HB ..
Blumenthal English 3200 Bk 2 rev. '72 HB
Feirer
Cabinetmaking & Millwor)\ Rev
(Clean). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2.65
Boak
History of Rome (to 565 AD). , . . . . 7.00
~70 Benn ..... ·............... .
Fels
Macroeconomics Problems and PoliBoddewyn World Business Systems & Environ·
ment '72 Intext........ . . . . . . . . . 6.75
cies ........................ .
Ferguson Europe in Transition (1300·1520)
Bohannan High Points in Anthropology '73
Knopf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.45
'62 HM ...................... .
Finney
Art of Awarness 2nd '73 Brown.... 4.45
Bois
Prin of Accounting (Advanced)
Bolinger
Aspects of Language 2nd '75 HB... 4.45
6th '71 PH .. ................. .
Bradley
American Traditions in Literature
Fitzgerald Basic Elec Engineering 4th '75 MeG.
Flanders
VoL I 4th '74 Nort. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.20
Calculus '70 Acad ............. .
Flanders
Elem. Functions & Analytic
Bradley
American Trad in Literature (Short·
Geometry '73 Acad .•............
er) Nort . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 4.70
Florio
Safety Education Jrd '69 MeG .....
Breipohl
Probablistic System Analysis. '70
Forgan
Teaching Content Area Reading
Wiley .... , ................... 9.10
Skills '76 .................... .
Brinker
Elementary Surveying 6th '77 Mac. . 7.00
Forsythe Computer Science (First Course)
Civilization in West Part I 3rd '73
Brinton
2nd '75 Wiley .............•....
PH.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Foster
Managing the Catalog Dept. ..... .
Brinton
Part 2- Civilization in West 3rd
Franklin
Matric Theory '68 PH .......... .
'73PH ......................• 3.95
Bran fenInfluences in Human Devel2nd
Fromkin
Intra to Language '74 Holt ...•...
Frye
brenner
'75 Dryden.................... 3.95
Educated Imagination .......... .
Davis

0

!

Fuerst
Gabler
Gallant

•

Major Prose . . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

Hunter

7.75
2.25
1.75
2.25
1.75
5.95

6.25
2.25
1.50
9.25

2.25
5.95
4.95
5.45
2.50
3.10
5.75
7.45
2.95
1.35
3.45
3.50
5.25
3.45
8.95
5.95

4.45
2.45
5.45
1.45
7.45
8.45
4.00
1.45
7.45
4.60
5.95
3.45
9.55
2.00

7.95
9.25
8.45
5.45
5.95;

5.50
7.95
3.25
7.25
. 3.95
1.25

I-

·,,,

.,
-.

-----'

3.25
3.45
5.95
6.45
4.00
6.95
3.95
4.95
6.00
6.95
2.45
1.45
3.60
6.95
4.00
.75

1.10
6.95.
7.50
7.25
6.45
4.00
3.45
.80
2.00
1.60
5.60
3.45
3.25
5.00
1.00
4.75
2.00
5.50
5.75
5.45
6.45
8.00
9.45
I 1.25
6.25
5. 75
7.25
6. 75
3.45
3.45
6.60
6.45
7.45
6.25
5.60

•

0
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0

•••••
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Light

Readings & Review for Sociology '75
Knopf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.45
Light
Sociology '75 Knopf . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.95
Lind
Handbook Common Methods in
Limnology '74 Msby . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.35
Linsley
Hydrology for Engineers 2nd '75
MeG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.75
Linsley
Water-Resources Engineering 2nd
'72 MeG ............ : . ........ 10.50
Loether
Descriptive & Inferential Statistics
'76 AB ................... ·. . . . 6.45
Lowe
Arizonas Natural Environment . . . . I. 75
Lowen feld Creative & Mental Growth 6th '75
Mac ......................... 12.45
Lowry
Mechanism & Theory Organic Chern
'75HR ....................... 9.45
Macrorie Telling Writing '70Hayden....... 3.10
Mager
Analyzing Performance Problems
'70 Fearon ................... . 1.35
Maller
Goal Analysis '72 Fearon ........ . 1.45
Mager
Developing Attitude Toward Learning '68 Fearon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.35
Mager
Preparing Instructional Objectives
2nd '75 Fearon...... . . . . . . . . . . . 1.95
Mainzer
Political Bureaucracy '73 SF . . . . . . 2. 75
MandelBiochemistry of Bacterial Growth
stam
2nd '73 Halsted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
Mason
Essential of 18th Cent Counterpoint '68 Brown...... . . .. . . . . . . 2.75
Matti!
Meaning in Crafts 3rd '71 PH . . . . . 4.75
May
To Help Children Read '73 Merrill. . 4. 75
McCarthy Machine Tool Technology '68 Me·
Knight....................... 7.00
McConnell Economics 6th '75 MeG. . . . . . . . . . 6.45
Mccormac Slructurai Anaiysis 3rd '75 Intext. . : s.oo
mcuurgan Managerial Econ. '75 Dryden . . . . . 7.95
McGuiness Mech & Elec Equip for Bldgs 5 '71 W I I .95
McNamara Religion American Style '74 HR . . . 3.45
McQuarrie Statistical Thermodynamics '73 HR. 10.50
Meigs
Financial Accounting 2nd '75 MeG . 6.45
Meigs
Intermediate Accounting 3rd '74
MeG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.45
Meigs
Modern Advanced Accounting
2nd'75McG .................. 7.75
Meinig
Southwest (3 Peoples i.: Geog
Change) '71 OUP) ............. . 1.45
Mendelson Mass Entertainment. ........... . 1.75
Mendenhall Understanding Statistics 2nd '76
Dux ......................... · 6.45
Merton
Contemporary Social Problems
4th '76 HB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.45
Metcalf
Wastewater Engineering '72 MeG . . I I. 75
Meyen
Alternatives for Teaching Exceptions
Children '75 Love . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50
Miller
Economics Today (Macroview)
2)ld '76 Canfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Miller
Economics Today (Microview}
2nd '76 Canfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Miller
Photogeology '61 MeG . . . . . . . . . . 9.50
Millman
Integrated Electronics '72 MCG .... · 9.75
Misner
Gravitation '73 Freem . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
Mitchell
State & Local Finance '71 Ron
(Rdgs) . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 75
Moelwyn Physical Chern. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.00
Mooney
Man, Woman, Boy, Girl . . . . . . . . . 1.75
Invertebrate Fossils '52 MeG ...... 10.00
Moore
Morgan
Puritan Dilemma' 58 LB . . . . . . . . . 2. 75
Morowitz Life on Planet Earth '74 Nort.. . . . . 5.45
Mosher
Supervision (Reluctant Profession)
'72 HM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.25
Murray
Nursing Assessment Health Pro·
motion Thru Life Span '75 PH.... . 3.95
Musgrave Theory of Public Finance '59 MeG . 8.25
Mussen
Child Devel & Personality 4th
'74HR ....................... 7.45
Napier
Groups '73 HM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.95
Nash
Private Side of Amer Hist Vol. 1
tol877'75HB ................. 2.75
Nebergall General Chemistry 5th -76 Heath. . . 7.45
Nelson
Law of Mass Communications 2nd
'73 FP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 6.50
Neven~

swander
Modern Power Sys ............. .
Nickerson Fundamentals of Fortran Programming '75 Winthrop ............. .
John Milton: Readers Guide To His
Nicholson
Poetry ...................... .
Statistical Package for Social Sci
Nie
2nd '75 MeG ................. .
Niven
Intro to Theory of Numbers 3rd
'72 Wiley .................... .
Noss
Man's Religions 5th '74 Mac ..... .
Oden
Mechanics of Elastic Structures
'67McG ..................... .
Palmer
History of Mod World (Vol. 1 to
1815) 4th '71 Knopf. ........... .
Paquette Transportation Engineering '72 Ron
Parker
Simpliiied Mech & Strength ot
Materials 2nd '61 Interscience .....
Parsons
Achieving Comm Through Self
Analysis ............•.........
Partridge Hippie Ghetto '72 Holt ......... .
Pascoe
Properties and Materials for Engrs .
Organic Structure Determination
Pasto
'69 PH ...................... .
Problem-Solving Group Interac·
Patton
tion '73 HR .................. .
Foundation Engineering 2nd '74
Peck
Wiley ....................... .
Snowmobile Revolution '73 CPR .. .
Pelto
· Handbook of Current English 4th
Perrin
'75 SF ...................... .
Perrine
Literature (Structure Sound & Sense)
2nd '74HB ................... .
Peurifoy
Estimating Construction Costs
3rd '75 MeG .................. .
Piston
Harmony 3rd '62 Nort ........... .
Decline of the Californias ....... .
Pitt
Poindexter Macroeconomics '76 Holt ....... .
Decision for American Independence
Pole
'75 Lipp ..................... .
Pols by
Presidenti~l Elections 4th '76 Scrib ..
Popov
Intra to Mechanics of Solids '68 PH
Powers'
Boundary Value Problems '72 Acad
Prator
Manual Amer English Pronunciation
3rd '72 Holt (Wkbk I) .......... .
Press
Earth 24 Freem ............... .
Prestans
Sch. Lib. Media Program ........ .
Pugh
Organization Theory Self Rdgs ... .
Pynoos
Housing Urban Amer .......... .
Reese
Experimental Child Psychology '70
Acad ....................... .
Reinert
Children in Conflice '75 Mosby ... .
Reisman
Principles of Psychotherapy with
Children '73 Interscience ........ .
Remini
Andrew Jackson & the Bank War '67
Nort. ....................... .
Reyda
Social Insurance and Economic
Security ..................... .
Riblet
Solid Gold Copy Edition '74 Adline.
Rieke
Argumentation and Decision
Making Process '75 Wiley ....... .
Roberts
lntro Mod Experimental Organic
Chern 2nd '74 Holt. ............ .
Roberts
Intra Mod Experimental Organic
Chern 2nd '74 Holt. ............ .
Robinson Mentally Retarded Child 2nd '75
MeG ....................... .
Robuck
International Business Multi nat!
Enterprise '73 Irwin ............ .
Rosenberg Cholera Years ................ .
. Rosenl'eld Experiments in Human Commun
'75 Holt ..................... .
Rosenfeld With Words Unspoken '76 Holt. .. .
Rosenthal Public Science Policy & !Admin ... .
Ross
Plant Physiology Lab Manual T I A
Salisbury '74 W ds ............. .
Royden
Real Analysis 2nd '68 Mac ....... .
Rudin
Principles Mathematical Analysis
3rd '76 MeG .•.......•.........
Saltz
Short Calculus Rev '74 Goodyear ..
Aural Rehabilitation '71 PH ..... .
Sanders
Sandman Media 2nd '76 PH ............. .

8.25
3.95
2.50
5.45
6.45
6.45
9.25
4.25
8.75
6.35
4.00
1.35
5.75
8.95
3.95
8.75
1.95
2.95
5.75
9.75
4.95
2.40
6.95
1.60
2.45
8.95
5.95.
3.25
7.45
2.10
1.25
5.00
7.50
4.85
7.85

I.IO
7.00
1.50
3.95
5.45
5.45
7.45
7.45
1.70
2.45
3.95
6.00
3.95
7.45
7.45
7.10
6.95
3.95

Saunders

Green & Roman Philos after
Aristotle '66 Free. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 95
Saxe
Sch- Community Interaction. . . . . . 4.00
Schaefer
Unfolding of Aristic Activity... . . . 6.75
Schafritz A New World·Readings on Modern
Personal Management . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50
Schaum
Mod Intra DiffEquations '72 MeG. 2.25
Schilling
Electronic Circuits '68 MeG....... 9.25
Schmuck Group Processes in Classrooms
2nd '75 Brown·.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2.45
Schooler
Science Scientists & Public Policy
'71 Free P ............ :. . .. .. . 1.95
Schramm Men Messages & Media '73 HR . . . . 2.95
Seaton
Physical Education Handbook 6th
'74 PH. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. 3.25
Seese
Basic Chemistry '72 PH. . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Sethi
Up Against Corporate Wall3rd
'77 PH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
(Evans)
Riverside Shakespeare '74 HM .. : . . 8.2~
Shames
Engineering Mechanics (Dynamics)
2nd '66 PH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Shampine Numerical Computing '73 Saund... 5.95
Shertzer
Fundamentals of Counseling 2nd
'74 HM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 6.95
Shigley
Mech. Eng. Dsgn. 3rd '77 Jan- MeG
Shope
Interpersonal Sexuality '75 Saund . . 3. 75
Siedentop Physicai Education 2nd '76 Brown. . 2.95
Silberman Real Learning (Sourcebook for
Tchrs) '75 LB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.95
Silverstein Spectrometric Identif Org Camp
3rd '74 Wiley ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Simmons Intro tdTopology & Mod Analysis
'63 MeG...................... 7.25
Simon
Values Clarification.... . . . . . . . . . . 2.50
Singer
Motor Learning & Human
Performance 2nd '75 Mac . . . . . . . . 7.45
Skinner
Earth Resources 2nd '76 PH . . . . . . 1.95
Skoog
Analytical Chemistry lntro 2nd '74
Holt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 75
Sloan
Child As Critic (Literature Elem
School) '75 TC...... . . . .. . . . . . . 2.45
Infants '73 Mac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2.95
Smart
Smith
Chemistry (Quantitative Approach)
'69 Ron ....... : . .... : . . . . . . . . 5.95
Smith
Nature of Modern Mathematics
2nd '76 BC..... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Smith
Philosophers Speak for Themselves. 2.00
Sorauf
Party Politics in America 3rd '76 LB 5.95
Sowell
Race & Economics '74 McKay . . . . . 2.45
Spector
Learning Guide for Miller Econo.
mics Today 2nd '75 Canfield . . . . . . 2.25
Spence
Architecture 2nd '72 McKnight . . . . 6.65
Spence
Elementary Statistics 2nd '76 PH. . . 4.95
Spicer
Cycles of Conquest ..... :. . . . . . . 3.00
Spodek
Early Childhood Education '73 PH . 2.95
Sproull
Modern Physics 2nd '63 Wiley. . . . . 8.95
·Stahl
Public Personnel Administration
7th '76 Sept. HR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.45
Stamp
Causes of Civil War. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
Stanier
Microbial World 4th '76 PH . . . . . . 9.95
.Stent
Molecular Genetics (Intra Narraiive)
'71 Freem..................... 7.00
Stillman
Public Administration (Concepts &
Cases) '76 HM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.45
Stoessinger Why Nations Go To War '74 St Mrtn 2.25
Strahler
Elements of Physical Geography
'76 Wiley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Strang
Linear Algebra & Its Application
'76Acad ............. c ........ 5.95
Stroll
Introductory Readings in Philosophy
'72 Holt....................... 3.75
Strunk
.95
Elements of STyle 2nd '72 Mac . ·' . :
Stryer
Biochemistry '75 Freem . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
Sulzer
Behavioral Mod Procedure Sch
Personnel '72 Dryden. . . . . . . . . . . . 3.45
Suzuki
Intra to Genetic Analysis '75 Freem. 6.95
Swarbrick Current Concepts in Biopharm.
Sci Biopharmaceutics. . . . . . . . . . . . 8.25
Symon
Mechanics3rd '71 AW........... 7.95
Tanner
Curriculum Development '75 Mac .. · 7.45
Tanur
Statistics (Gde to Bus & Econ)
'76 HD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.45
Tanur
Statistics (Ode to Unknown) '72 HD 2.95
Tapscott
Experiments in Gen Chern 2nd ed. . . 4.00
Taylor
Constitution in American Society ..
Taylor
Spacetime Physics '66 Freem. . . . . . 1.75
Terzaghi
Soil Mechanics in Engineering
Practice 2nd '67 Wiley ........... I 1.00
Thompson Intro to Physiological Psychology
'75HarpR ..............•..... 7.95
. Thompson Management Science '75 MeG.... . 5.95
Thornbury Regional Geomorphology of U.S.
'65 Wiley ... : . ................ WI!~
Thurber
Dev Admin in Latin.Amer. . . . . . . . 6.35
Timoshen- Vibration Problems Engineering 4th
ko
''74 Wiley....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
Toboidt
Auto Encyc!op 4th '75 GW . . . . . . . 6.30
Tosi
Organization Behavior & Management '74 StClair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.25
Trattner
From Poor Law to Welfare State
'74FreeP .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . 1.95
Trefousse Lincoln's Decision for Emancipation
'75 Lipp. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.60
Troelstrup Consumer in American Society 5th
'74 MeG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Tubbs
Human Communication 2nd '77 . . . 4.95
Turco&
King
Sterile Dosage Forms. . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00
Van Dalen World History of Physical Education 2nd '71 PH................ 7.45
Vander
Human Physiology 2nd '75 MeG . . . 7.45
VanOsdol Intro to Exceptional Children '74
Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.95
Van Wylen Fund Classical Thermodynamics
2nd '73 Wiley. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . 7.80
Vennard
Elementary Fluid Mechanics 5th
'75 wiley . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.9s
Vinquist
Performance Practice: Bibliography 1.40
Vinquist
Perform.ance Practice: Bibliography 1.40
Volpe
Man, Nature& Society '75 BroWIJ.. 6.95
Wade
U~ban Frontier 2nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20
Ward
Andrew Jackson Symbol for an Age 1.50
Warner
Private City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
Warner
Streetcar Suburbs ... :. . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
Watkil)s
Waking Dreams. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50
Watson
Construction Materials & Process
'72 MeG. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Weaver
Indians of Arizona.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
Weber
Mathematical Analysis 3rd '76 HR . 8.95
Weier
Botany 5th '74 Wiley. . . . . . . . . . . . 7.95
Weinberg Gravitation& Cosmology '73 Wiley. 12.10
Kinesiology 6th '76 Saund . . . . . . . . 6.00
Wells
French
Personal Mgmt Process . . . . . . . . . . 6. 75
Managerial.Finance 5th '75 Holt . . . 5.95
Weston
Limnology '75 Saund. . . . . . . . . . . . 8.25
Wetzel
Modern Mathematics 3rd '73 BC. . . 6.95
Whhvgt
Whlwgt
Aristotle . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.75
Presocratics '660dy............ 2.10
Regional Geography of AngloWhite
American 4th '74PH .... , ....... 6.75
Wiley
40 Years in Politics and Education . . 4.25
Williams Petrography '54 Freem . . . . . . . . . . 6.25
Wilson
Dimensions of Public Communication '76 AB .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.95
Wilson
Principles of Nutrition 3rd '75
Wiley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 6.45
Wilson
Sociobiology .................. 10.00
Wingo
Philosophies of Education '74 Heath 4.95
Wistreich Microbiology & Human Disease 2nd
'76 Glen . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . 7. 95
Wolcott
Man in the Principal's Office
'73 Holt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50
Wolf
Guide to Electronic Measurements
& Laboratory Practice '73 PH . . . . • 7.95
Worth
Basics for Everyone ......... .'. . . . 5.00
Yariv
Intra to OpticElectrs 2nd '76 Oct.. . 9.50
Principle of Pavement Design 2nd
Yoder
'75 Interscience ...... : ......... 13.95
Zeilik
Astronomy '76 HR . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Zeilik
Study Guide '76 HR... . . . . . . . . . . . 1.95
Zimz
Corrective Reading 3rd '77 . . .. . . . 5.50
Zintz
Readings Process (Teacher &
Learner) 2nd '75 Brown. . . . . . . . . . 5.9"5
9L61 '£ J~qw;:t:l;JQ 'oqo1 ,\]!ll0 O:l!X;Jf'l! .\\;:tN 'l I :Jillld
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2.25

Norton Intra to Literature (Poetry)
'73 Nort. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.95
Joseph
Essentials of Textiles............ 5.75
Jacobs
Fun City '74 Holt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.35
Jandt
Process of Interpersonal Communi·
cation '75 Canfield....... . . . . . . . 3.45
Jastrzebski Nature & Properties of Engrg Mtls
2nd '76 Wiley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
Jenkins
Fundamentals of Optics 4th '76 MeG 9.50
Johnson
Principles of Accounting PH. , . . . . 6.95
Johnson
1600 Pennsylvanias Ave '60 LB . . . . I .20
Jolly
Physical Anthropology & Archeology '76 Knopf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00
Judson
Physical Geol. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '1.25
Kadish
Criminal Law & Its Processes ...... 11.25
Kahane
Logic & Contemporary Rhetoric 2nd
'76 Wads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.95
Kahane
Logic & Contp. Rhet. 2nd '76 Wads. 2.95
Kahane
Logic & Philosophy (w/Study
Guide by Morse) 2nd '73 Wads . . . . 5.95
Kamien
Norton Scores rev. (Expanded) Vol.
2rev ......................... 3.50
Kamisar
Modern Criminal Procedure 4th
'74 West. .................... . 10.75
Kaplow
France on Eve of Revolution '71
Wiley ....................... . 2.45
Kaplan
New Sex' Therapy .............. . 7.50
Katz
Biological Anthro. '74 Freem ..... . 3.45
Katz
Intra Reference Workol. I Basic
Inform 2nd '74 MeG ........... . 4.95
Kay
College Geometry '69 Holt ...... . 5.45
Keedy
College Algebra '74 A W ........ . 5.25
Keedy
lntermediateAlgebra2nd '75 AW .. 5.25
Keeton
Elements of Biological Science 3rd
'73 Nort ..... : ............... . 5.95
Kemp
Planning & Prod Audiovisual Matis
.3rd '75 Chand ................ . 5.75
Kennedy
Intra to Poetry 3rd '74 LB ....... . 2.95
Kerlinger Found of Behavioral Research
2nd '73 Holt .................. . 7.45
Kierzek
Hdbk of Writing & Revision 5th
'67 Mac ...................... . 1.75
Kirk
Experimental Design '68 BC ..... . 7.95
Modern Principles Athletic
Klafs
Training 4th '77 Maj ........... . 5.75
Klecka
SPSS Primer '75 MeG .......... . 1.95
Visual Dialogue (Art Appreciation)
Knobler
2nd '71 Holt .................. . 6.25
Organizational Psych (Experm
Kolb
Apprch) 2nd '74 PH ............ . 4.95
Kolb
Organizational Psych (Book of
Rdgs) 2nd '74 PH .............. . 3.45
Communicating w/Parents Except
Kroth
Children '75 Love ............. . 1.95
Ladefoged Course in Phonetics '75 HB ...... . 2.95
Lamberg Old World Archaeology '72 Freem . 3.00
Lane
Fo.und Educational Administration
'67 Mac ..................... . 5.95
Langacker Fundamentals of Linguistic Analysis
'72 HB ...................... . 4.45
Physical Anthropology 2nd '76 Holt 5.95
Lasker
Focus-Human Sexuality ......... . 2.50
Leaver
Practical Research '74 Mac ...... . 2.95
Leedy
Mythology '73 Lipp ............ . 2.45
Leeming
Basic Concepts in Data Processing
Leeson
'75 Brown ...
6.95
Lefebvre Coming of French Revolution '47
PUP ........................ . 1.45
LeFrancois Adolescents 2nd ................ . 6.00
LeFrancois Psychology for Teaching 2nd '75
Wads ....................... . 4.45
Price System & Resource Allocation
Leftwich
6th '76 Dryden •........•.•..... 6.45
Lehninger Biochemistry 2nd '75 Wo th ...... . 11.45
LePorte
Encounter With The Earth ....... . 3.00
Leslie
Gregg Shorthand for Colleges
(Vol. I) 2nd Gregg ..... , ....... . 4.55
Leslie
"
" Vol. II 2nd '73 Gregg ... . 4.95
Lessen berry Introductory 9th '75 SW ........• 2.90
Levine
Pharmacology '73 LB .......... . 4.75
Levinson Complex Variables '70 .......... . 7.95
Liebert
Developmental Psychology '74 PH . 6.45
0

6.!15

· 5.45
6.45
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Committee Aepointments Approved

New Mexico Prime Area for Solar Homes
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By Paul Bidwell
With the inevitable exhaustion of
the world's fossil fuels now a
foreseeable reality, people are
becoming more aware of energy
needs and ways to satisfy those
needs.
Solar energy is one of the most
often-mentioned remedies and New
Mexico, where the sun shines
everyday except for an occasional
rain or snow storm, is a prime area
for solar research and development.
A Department of Development
spokesman says, "In New Mexico,
solar building s arc springing up·
like 'unflowers."
While buildings may be
"springing up" solar "retrofitting"
of buildings already heated by
conventional means is being further
developed.

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
fNoxt door to Casey Rexal Drug)

Lorn• at W••hlngtun 25&-fl329

Geoffery Bell, a solar energy
applications engineer with the
Technology Applications Center
here at UNM, said, "The heavy
front-end cost of retrofitting a
house is the biggest drawback to
doing it.
"Solar can do everything we
need," Bell continued, "no doubt
about it. There is no energy waste
from the collectors and the savings
are enhanced with time.''
Bell said checking the efficiency
of the building's insulation was
important.
'' Arci-dteetliral
improvements
such as double-glazing, more insulation and storm windows will
help. You have to get the building
tight since solar is a low-quality
energy and can't catch up to heavy
heat loss," he said. "This by itself
would be a good savings even
without solar retrofitting."
The
prospective
solar
hm:ne.owner should be.come familiar
with what systems are available to
him so when he gets around to
asking the professional advice of an
architect or an engineer he will be
able to explain what he wants, Bell

.... ':!4. ,..... ~ ~....
Photo by Joe Donnelly

A solar collector that can be used for retrofitting conventionally heated home.

Development Administration,
said.
The hpmeowner can also look Federal Energy Administration and
around- for financial help. since the Department of Housing and
there "is a lot of money available" Urban Development are providing
" Bell said. "Even some
from federal agencies.
but
are still pretty
''The
Research a

Before Sound Guard;
the only way to prevent
your records from wearing out
was not to play them.
The villain behind this
destruction is friction. (If a
diamond cuts through steel,
you can imagine what a
diamond stylus does to vinyl
records.) Fortunately, from
outer space has come a solution to record degradation.
It's called Sound Guard~
A by-product of research into dry lubricants
for aerospace applications,
Sound Guard record
preservative puts a microscopically-thin (less than
0.000003") dry film on
records to protect the
grooves from damage. Yet,
remarkably, it does not
degrade fidelity.
Independent tests
If you've played any
show that Sound Guard prerecord often enough, you've servative maintains full
heard the inevitable occur.
amplitude at al.l
It wore out.
·
" audible frequencies,
While ','pops;' "hisses;'
while at the same
and other surface noises
began making their appearance on your favorite
records; high frequency
sounds-like violins and
flutes-began disappearing.

time significantly retarding
increases in smface noise
and harmonic distortion~*
.
In other words, when
applied according to instructions, a new record
treated with Sound Guard
preservative and played
100 times sounds the same
as one in "mint" condition
played the first time!
Sound Guard preservative comes in a kit (complete
with non-aerosol pump
sprayer and velvet quffing
pad). It is completely safe
and effective for all discs,
from precious old 78's
to the newest LP's including
CD-4's.
Recently introduced
to audiophiles, Sound Guard
preservative is now available in audio and record
outlets.
**For complete test
results write: Sound Guard,
Box 5001, Muncie,
Indiana 43702.

suspicious of solar energy."
Despite the apparently available
money and the certainly available
technology, solar application is not
taking off.
"Three things are holding back
solar energy," Bell said. These are
"the decreasing rate structure of
energy use; the more you use the
less it costs. The banks are still
pretty suspicious of solar energy,
and there are few or no incentives,
such as tax breaks."
The idea of the University
retrofitting its buildings for solar
power is possible but is held back
by the cost.
K. Thomas Feldman, director of

the Energy Research Center and a
mechanical engineering professor,
says, "retrofitting university
buildings now would probably be
too expensive." He ,,:d natural gas
prices have to rise for solar energy
to be competitive.

Sound Guard® keeps your good sounds sounding good.
~ "Sound Guard is the registered trademark of Ball Corporation for its record preservative.

rc;

1976 by Ball OJrporation.

Chanukah Grab
Bag Party

.
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New Student Senators Sworn In
By Ruth S. Iutress
Tobias told the new Senators that
Seven new Senators and three the most important job of the
returning Senators were sworn in by Senate will be the Finances in
ASUNM Chief Justice Andre West general, "When you count in the
at the ASUNM Senate meeting money PIRG gets and the $35,000
the Constitutional amendment
Wednesday night.
The Senate, which started a new holds back, you'll find that in the
session at Wednesday's meeting, spring most grou!)s will have to take
unanimously passed a ·$50 ap- cuts in their budgets."
Temporary appointments to
propriation bill which will aide the
Residents Hall Student Association standing committees were made by
with a Christmas .Drive at BCMC, Vice President Dorothy Davidson.
and received its committee ap- The Finance Committee, chaired by
pointments. ·
David Rupp, includes Debra
The Residence Hall Student Bennett, Anna Durand, Kent
Association was appropriating $50 Ghahremani, Ona Savage, Marilyn
in matching funds, to put on a Sullivan, and James Thomas. The
Christmas party for the children in Steering Committee which is
the Pedriatrics Ward at BCMC. chaired by Charlie Padilla includes
The idea came from the women on P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia, Gary
the third floor of Santa Clara Fisher, David Garcia, Maggie
dorm. They will also buy a gift for Martin, and Steve Shriver. The
Presidential Appointments, chaired
the children with the money.
by
Tad Howington includes Connie
The Senate also discussed the
formulation of two ad hoc com- Davidson, Ann Dunphy, Linda
mittees. One, which was formed by Martinez, and Jeff Wolf.
Acting Executive Committee
Sen. Steve Shriver, will investigate
reform policies for the Elections Appointments are:
Debra Bennett- Film committee;
Commission. The other, headed by
··
Connie
Davidson - PEC;
Sen. Ann Dunphy, will research the
Anna
Durand - Speakers
possibilities of a Senate newsletter
committee;
to help inform students of ASUNM
Ann Dunphy - Culture comaffairs.
mittee
and ORCA;
ASUNM President Damon

P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia - Union
Board; ·
Gary Fisher - Student Community Relations committee;
Dave Garcia
Teacher
Evaluation committee;
Kent Ghahremani - Lobby
committee;
Maggie Martin- KUNM;
Linda Martinez - National and
International Affairs;
Ona Savage- Pub Board;
Steve Shriver- Fiesta;
Marilyn Sullivan - Budget
Inquiry Board;
James Thomas - Rally committee;
Jeff Wolf - Intramural and
Recreation Board, and
David Rupp - Budget Inquiry
Board.

By D.M. Flynn
Dogs wandering around the
University campus are subject to
the same regulations as those in
other partsof the city, Berry Cox,
director of UNM Campus Police
and Parking Services, said.
All dogs in the city must be
leashed, Cox said. It is also illegal
to leave a dog tied up alone outsidea building. Dogs, with the
exception of guide dogs for the
blind, are not allowed inside
buildings andall canines must have
identification. tags and be properly
vaccinated against rabies.
In the case of an unleashed dog,

Cox said, "We usually give the
owner a friendly warning but if
thatdoesn't work, we have to
impound the dog."
When an animal is impounded,
Cox said, "we have the Animal
Control Center people come to
the(police)station and pick them
up." The dogs are kept at the
Control Center for three days to be
claimed. Ifthey are not claimed by
that time, Cox said, "they are then
put to death."
Cox also said there have been a
number of dog-biting incidents on
campus. "We have had cases where
people have had to go through the

c~
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International Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE
Brir .::; gift between $1 and $2 for grab bag
For information call Matt or
Mindy at 242-2132
Sponsored by Jewish Student Union - Hillel
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WEEKLY SPECIAL
Now Only
Burton Cummings
George Ho.rrlson

Bee Gee's
Jo.mes To.ylor
Gino Vo.nnelli

City Codes Apply to Campus Canines

""<>

(JO

Friday, December 3, 1976
~
7:30p.m.

J3.49

on these
. 6. 981ist Ips

"Burton Cummings"
"Best Of"
"Children Oi The World"
"Best Of"
"The Gist of the Gemini"

2 For 1
Poster So.le

rabies series," Cox said, "because
we could not locate·the dog."
He said, however, that he did not
"recall any case where there has
been serious bodily harm." In
thecase where the dog is found and
has no record of vaccinations, Cox
said, the animal is taken to the
AnimaJControl Center and placed
under supervision to see if it has
rabies.

Eo.st End Of
Corono.do Center
293-2124

-

IKKO

TA-DA

ALL 1976 MODEL NIKKO
AM-FM RECEIVERS ON SALE
eSAVINGS UP TO 30%
eTHREE YEAR PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY
•SIXTY DAY OVER-THE-COUNTER EXCHANGE POLICY

Now that
you're pinned
Come to
the Town Club

Disco
Dance
•

e
"0

A great way to start
the Spring Semester ·

MODEL
2025
3035
5055
6065
7075
8085
9095

RMS
POWER OUTPUT

10
17
25
33
43
53
68

PRICE
$149
$174
$199
$239
$274
$299
$349

Open Weekdays until
8:00 thruoug/1 December

Souno
1624 Eubank NE
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!;; Lays Out Campus in Braille, Relief

1Center Designing .Map for Blind
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Howard Greenstein, a VISTA
volunteer working on the map, said
DPAC is looking into creating a
two-dimensional map which will,
with variances of texture and using
braille, show blind persons not only
the layout of buildings on campus,
but the location of road, lawns and
obstacles.
He said the study is looking into
both larg~-scale, permanent maps
and smaller roller or fold-out maps.
The research project is currently
using a $200 grant from the Greater
UNM Fund for experimentation.
However, Greenstein said some
other source for funding 'will have
to be found when the project is
ready to be implemented,
He also said the finalized version
of the map could be utilized by

By Lynda Sparber
The Design and Planning
Assistance Center at UNM is
currently working on a project to
provide blind students and visitors
with a map of the campus.
The DPAC is staffed by architecture
students,
VISTA
volunteers, architecture faculty and
volunteer professionals- It stems
from a national movement to
provide services to society in architecture.

CHAMISA BOOKS
Books At· Discount Prices

$1.50 Off Each $10.00 Purchase
One Coupon Per PerSOI) Expires Dec. 10, 1976

266-1229

Just Off Carlisle SE
Ten Blocks South of Central
Four Blocks North of Gibson SE

Citizens Against Nuclear Threats
To Discu.ss Energy Waste Problem~

llJNIGHT We ARe
RJR.TlJNATe TO HAvt:

HI/RR.Y

IN OUR STl/PIO THe
RECENTLY OUSTe/J
I{E'Af) Tlll!P OF THe
NHIT8HOIJS& !ANN,
B. J. 13/JPY.

other groups for such projects'
maps of the city, downtown or of
bus routes.

Nuclear waste disposal problems will be discussed at
a public meeting sponsore_d by th C't'
A . t
e 1Dec.·
1zens atgams
Nuclear Threats (CANT) on Monday,
6
7 : 30
p.m. The meeting will be held at the u 01't d M th d' t
Ch
h
t
.
e
e o ls
urc on he corner of Silver and Yale.
Dr Charles Hyd
h · · t
d
·
·
e~, P ysicis an enVIronmental
lectu;er a~ UNl\f w~ll be the guest speaker. The
me7tmg Will begm With the showing of a short film
en~tl~d, ''E~ergy a?d Nu~lear Alternative."
y er sa1d ~e IS. agamst .the nuclear fu71 cycle
bec~use the radiOaCtiVe.matenals ~hat escape mto the
environm_ent and rem~m. to be disposed of, present
extreme nsks to ~eo~le s hves and health.
As a staff scientist for Southwest Research and

J!>-.--'-'llf

DPAC has conducted 250 other
service projects for communities
around New Mexico since it began
in 1969. In all instances, the groups
approached DPAC with a design or
planning problem instead of the
center seeking them out.
In most cases, the center's staff
works on a non-fee basis. Type of
projects include playground design,
library renovations, advice for
villages planning to incorporate or
financing for community centers.
Once a project receives sonie
form of funding, and a professional
architect is hired or construction
crews employed, then the center's
job is completed.

B. J., I'D

IT IS MY PUiA-

B.J., I

/IIONfJ/3R. IF
Nell.., PI/R8ARA, .
you CIXJlfJ
F/R5T Ii~ Be
T&U US YaiR. Fl-YING BACK 7/J
IMMEIJIAT& HOt/.1/NO RJR. A
PLANS?
/.ONG

L.!KG 7V
SURE, 84RBMII I
7J.t4NK YOU ON~Y FOR. YOU,
~BeiNG BARB/iRA, WOI/W
WITH US I fJO THIS GXWNIGHT.. CUJSIV& INTEI<J!>--~~. / V!&til!

~~

/

.I}

!

However, when a project is
totally community or group
executed, the staff will literally go
"down in the ditches" to complete
the project.

Tues- Fri 12-5:30 Sat 10:30-5:30

3611 Simms Ave. SE

"C

GOOIJ &V/3/VING.

,_
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Richard Nordhaus, associate
professor of architecture and
director of the DPAC, said the
center helps low-income people
implement projects in their communities.

-

at the HI· Fl HOUSE •••
From stocking stuffers
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UN M Teacher Evaluations.
To Be Published in Spring
By Robert Bodine
The teacher evaluations that
students have been filling out this
week should come out in a
published
formbefore
preregistration next spring, said Les
Sternberg, head of the ASUNM
Teacher Evaluation Committee
(TEC).
At the beginning of each term,
TEC sends a letter to all UNM
instructors asking for participation.
Those wishing to be evaluated are
asked to provide two student
volunteers to pass out the forms in
class·and return them to TEC.
Sternberg said, "About 110
faculty members participated this
term, covering about 200 classes.
That's maybe 10 per cent of the
total faculty. That's not too encouraging."
Last year, about 250 classes were
evaluated with the compliance of
about 170 instructors.
Other
than
last
year's
evaluations, the most recent ones
were compiled in the late 1960's.
TEC had th~u£E~rt of 30-35

....:-.J

..•••••
,,

found·
••

faculty members at that time.
This spring's publication,
Sternberg said, "will have more
narrative," unlike last summer's
"primarily statistical one. "'Quoted
comments, which were written on
the back of the evaluation forms,
will be the foundation for the
'verbal format.' "
Sternberg said the lack of instructors' participation can be
"attributed to the fact that the
evaluation form we use doesn't
always apply to certain classes.
Some professors, too, just don't
care for the faculty evaluations.''
TEC is checking into the
"Cafeteria System" of evaluation
for next year, he said. The
"Cafeteria System" enables the
teacher to choose his own questions
from a list of about 200; added to
I 0 standard questions submitted by
TEC.
Work. on the evaluations will be
discontinued by next Tuesday
"because this term's funds have run
out on us," said Sternbecg. "We
are right on schedule to have the
evaluations out by pre-registration
and we will resume working in the.
middle of January when next term's
funding is provided.''
The evaluations will sell for
about 25 cents Sternberg said.
"They will be sold at as many
campus locations as possible, including the SUB and UNM
Bookstore.
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Informati.on C~~ter and the Albu.querque chapter for
New Mexico Cltlzens for Clean Air and Water, Hyder
·
p u bl'IC serv1ce
·
1 ~esu'f'1ed to t h e N ew M. eXJco
recent~
,CommisSion on nucle~r waste disPosal problems. He
IS scheduled to testify before the state Energy
Resourses Board (ERB) at public hearings in the
Albuyuerque Convention Center, ·Tuesday, Dec. 7 at
7:30p.m.
Hyder has accused the state ERB of waiting "until
the last minut~ and then issuing notices that the public
hearings will be held. The people have no opportunity
to participate in government policy. You're trapped by
the timing, with important decisions affecting Jives
made from the top down.''
Hearings have been scheduled by the ERB for Las
Cruces, Clovis, Carlsbad, Albuquerque, Farmington
and Sante Fe.
·
Edith Kirby, a member of the CANT's research
committee, said CANT received notice of the hearings
on the same day the first meeting was to be held. She
said yesterday that it is difficult to respond with this
kind of notice .
"People have not had the ·opportunity to realize
what an enormous amount of radioactive waste could
pile up in New Mexico if the ERB brings a nuclear
enrichment plant, a hexafluoridation plant or a
nuclear fuel fabrication plant into the state, Kirby
said.
"I have the distinct feeling th(!t the state is trying to
bypass intelligent discussion on this nuclear question. I
requested the ERB to send me all pertinent information on nuclear energy proposals for New
Mexico months ago,; today the schedule of hearings
arrived but without a copy of the energy plan."

ASUN·M Execut1ve Positions Available

i.
I

I

I

By Dan Crain
ASUNM is accepting applications for ten Executive
committees still having vacancies, ASUNM President
Damon Tobias said yesterday.
There are about 27 vacancies, Tobias said, and they
include both m.ember and chairperson positions.
In addition, the office of Attorney General
probably will be open, and applications are being
accepted, Tobias said.
"The Attorney General is definitely the most important vacancy we have," Tobias said. If Brian
Sanderoff graduates this semester, the position will be
open.
Several of the positions are paid, either on an hourly
basis or as work-study. The Attorney General is paid
$2.60 per hour 15 hours a week, and chairpersons of
the Speakers Committee and. Office of Research and.
Consumer Affairs receive $2.50 and $2.30 per hour
respectively.
Tobias said ASUNM expects a little volunteer work
from people in student government as well.
Any full-time undergraduate student may. apply for
the positions. Graduate and part time students can
serve if they pay the $14 Student Activity fee.
Applicants for Attorney General and Student Court
justice are expected to be juniors with at least 2.0
GPA, Tobias said.

Allention Uorm s!udents: Deadline for spring r'e..
renewals is Dec,$,
r;
Discussion on evaporative heat nansfcr in the
meniscus-thin film region will be Wed., Dec, 8 at 3:30
p.m. in Rm. J07 oOhe Chern. Engineering Bldg.

The Women Stuuies is now accepting cour$e
proposals for the fall ~emester. The deadline for sub.
Jan. 21,1977.

mis.~ion ]5

Islamic Society lilecLs eV.1;1ry Friday for J•nna's
pray ai the University Chap(>!, 12:20 p.m.

New ASA Gallery presents Knthe Kol!witz, ~tudent
'jeweler, Dec. l·Dcc, 1$ in the SUB across from the
SUB theatre on weekdays .from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Three Christmas plays will be presented Sat. 1 Dec.
4 at the AJumni Chapel on UNM at 3 p.m. by the
Steiner Group in Albuquerque,

Help to conserve resources and energy as well as • UNM Soccer team reorganizational meeting for
aesthetic values through legislation to promote the spring semester Thurs., Dec. 9 at 4:30p.m. in Rm.
returnable bottle, Call Rafael at 26!1-0956,
124or Johnsou Gym.
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Go to the heed of the dcss,
in Garland's belled sweater
tunic. With roll-up sleeves
and v-neck collar, it's the
perfect topper to ponts or
• skirts. Ccsuol, Feminine.

Foro look as new as
todcy.

Other committees having vacancies are the Film
Committee (two members), Speakers Committee
(chairperson), Office of Research and Consumer
Affairs (chairperson), Student Court (one justice),
Fiesta Committee (chairperson and five members),
Student Community Relations Committee (2 member<\. C"n-op Bookstore Studv Committee (chairperson and seven members), and the Health Center
Student Advisory Board (four members).
"There is an unusually high number of people
leaving in the middle of the year," Tobias said, and
this accounts for the many vacancies.
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232 Montgomery Plaza

Captain A~rica
Clothes At The Streetlites

YOU CAN FIND
IT, TOO!

BEST BUY
I·

CAll

JVC JRS100 Stereo Receiver
20 w I ch 40-20,000 at 8 ohms

$200.00

others $300 to $750

To alull svstem
Ni:IJ-

*

293~2000

JRs 1oo

~:~~R~:~e~~c;~e~~;~";~e~r~e,.,.

With b urntabie
Shure,., . ...ase and co
•- • rack C
Ver

artridge

$567 actual

Value

:--......;.:..Y_::$4~79~.oo~j
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FOR GIFTS
THAT GIVE FOR YEARS I

"o.d\
d\
0

~ 3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694
0

Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM

1-

~~os

OR A· SPECIAL NEW MAKE UP FOR DAYTIME IF YOU PREFER
. . • ALSO, FACIALS, MANICURES, & GIFT CERTIFICATES

1 JL.I\
srnalter
15 J"ll

Ol)f .

I

About Faces' professional staff will make up your
face with a glamorous new even.ing look for only $5

FINANCING AVAILABLE

FOR OVER 26YEARS

TheHippa

Offer$ The$e
Chri$/ma$ Gilt ltemg
• Coffee Makers
• Ten Kettles
/Melitttl, And French Style} • Ten Pots
• Exprmo Mnkm (Stovetop}
• Paper Filtm
• Storage Tins
• Assorted Accessories
Whale Bean Caffee And Teas
265-99&7 113 Harvard S.E.

Oistin·
guished
Dresser
In
Mind

3004 0 Central SE o

266-5275

·.
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Sanchez Heads 20-Bout UNM Boxing Card
tl

Boxing champions from all over New
~ Mexico will fill the SUB ballroom Saturday
u night at 7;30 in a boxing card put on by Joe
v Turrieta, head of the UNM boxing club.
UNM junior Albert Sanchez win fight in
Jl the main event of the evening and Turrieta is
j hoping to get Herb Garrion to battle San,_, chez. Victor was the 1976 state Golder\

0.

Garrion IS a state amateur champion.
Sanchez is 8-1 with 6 knockouts during his
career. He said he will enter the G·olden
Gloves again this year, but this time in the
Open division.
Rio Grande high school junior, Victor
Romero, a three-time state champion, will
battle in the 112-pound division. Romero is

Zamora, a two-time Golden Gloves cham'
pion.
Turrieta said there would be about 20
bouts in all and he has invited champions
from all over the state to compete.
Turrieta said he is also hoping to get UNM
junior Jim Johnson to compete. Johnson,
who fought for the Police Athletic League

"0
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-"'z
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Gloves last year.
There will also be a couple of lightweight
bouts for those who prefer the little guys.
Eleven-year-old Danny Padilla, weighing
all of 65 pounds, will be in action in the
peewee division.
Gilbert Chavez will fight in the 106-pound
class.
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UNM's swimming team opens its campaign at 1n.m. Saturday against NMSU.

Season Against Ags
Lobo Splashers Open

This will be the last "Open Fire" column by me as my tenur~ as sports
editor has come to an end. Before any loyal readers shed a tear, let me
assure you this is not the end of me. They can't keep a good sportswriter
down. As my colleagues in the journalism field would say, "I'm growing
up." See, I'm leaving sports to become the news editor. Too many
headaches have driven retiring news editor, Joe Donnelly, to the brink of
fhe UNM swim team opens its
insanity. Since I'm insane anyway, they figured it wouldn 'I bother me. I'm
Saturday against rival New
season
going to miss sports and have a few parting shots before I go.
Vexico State at University Pool at 1
Nick Carraway's father wouldn't like me. You remember Nick. He was p.m.
Coach Rick Klatt expects this
the narrator of The Great Galsby. In the first page of the novel, Carraway
says his father told him: "Whenever you feel like criticizing anyone, just year's team to be stronger than last
remember that all the people in this world haven't had the advantages year's team, and predicts an easy
you've had."
victoryover the Aggies in both men
and women's events.
Well, I've had advantages other people haven't had, but I'm still going
The women swimmers are
to criticize the hell out of them.
inexperienced and have not yet
I'd like to start with the thing that ticked me off most about this determin~d their strengths. The
semester--the decisiun to cut out women's field hockey and replace it with men's power will come from the
softball.
freestyle and breaststroke events.
I've got no qualms about adding softball, but not at the expense of field Returners Wes Baca, Dave Feld and
hockey. I realize it's not the greatest spectator sport in the world, but it's Tom Smith finished 1-2-3 in the
hard to justify spectators as a reason for dropping a sport. There are many breaststroke in last year's WAC
championships.
other women's events that draw a lot less.
The Lobo swimmers will train in
But the issue is not the size of the crowd, or at least it shouldn't be. The
issue involved is the opportunity to compete in inter-collegiate athletics
and the women involved in field hockey are certainly going to lack that opportunity. I'm simply amazed that someone I respect, like Linda Estes,
could reverse her strong convictions and make this move. Estes, who fights
so strongly for Title IX which would equalize opportunities for men and
women, is not equalizing opportunity for all women. I fail to see the
reasoning. I know we need softball to attract more women athletes, but
I'm sorry to see it added at the expense of a sport I really enjoy.

i

Hawaii over the Christmas break.
The next meet is Jan. 28 against
BYU.
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More than anyone else, the people I give the most credit to are my staff,
and, if you'll forgive me, I'll name them; HarGld "Will he ever
graduate?" Smith, Russ "The Hustler" Parsons, Gino "fern spikers"
Brazil, Marty "does she or doesn't she" Zimberoff, John "Tucker"
Griego, Ed "Long Distance" Johnson, Carol "Give me an S" Pavletich,
Peter "Chimayo" Madrid, George "Bandstand" Gesner and Dave
"Driving School" Belling.
Belling will be taking over next semester as sports editor and is now
recuperating after a nasty car accident. I wish Dave the best, but !·don't
know how he'll get along without me.

•

When you've got only 2 tickets to the big game
and you forgot that you asked Cheryl,Lori,Tracy,
Kelly, Sabrina and Trisha,but they didn't
.....it's no time to get filled up.
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-Special Order

The Calculations You Face Require No less
Open s:oo.s:JO weekdays
8:30-4:30 Saturdays

Sale prices ef'l'ective December 3 & 4 only
;_fJ

1

Texas Instruments---0

A Tl rcpresantatrve
will be in the store
during the salo

CAPABILITY [I + ) ECONOMY

Tl-1200

viding a Calculator For Every Need._.,;!

·~

LlnilhJd Supply

Reg.· 9.95

PECIAL SHOW PRICESlf
3409 CENTRAL, N.E.

e

256·7103

SALE
Patchwork Quilts
'$20- $75

Lite Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.

A Unique and Lasting Gift
Limited Supply, So HurrY!

1~ 1£176 The M1Uer Brew1ng Co., Milwaukee. W1s

!·

I~~

Effective December 3rd and 4th
Tl·1250
Tt-1270
Tl·l600.
Tl-1650
Tl-2550 11
Tl-30
SR-10
SR·5t 11
Husinl'Ss Amtl~st
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Tl-5100
T1·5040
SR-56
SR-52
T1·PCt00 A
II

I

2818 Central SE
265-3435
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The only other thing that angered me was something I'' e already spoken
out on, and that is the three-year extension to football coach Bill .Mandt's
contract.
I must reiterate that I feel this decision was foolish because I thought
this athletic department had established a policy against multi-year contracts. I must back off a harder stance I had previously taken because I
didn't know there was a clause in Mandt's contract that would' enable the
athletic department to ease Mondt out it tite football team doesn't improve.
But there are some good things that I'd like to write about and unlike
Nick I am not "inclined to reserve all judgments."
The guy I've admired most is Robin Cole. This is a guy who is sincere,
who is honest, and is too damn nice for most people I know. He is a true
human being and I'm truly proud to know him. He'll probably become the
most famous person to ever graduate from this place.
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Including UNL V, Arizona, ASU

Cagers Face -14-Game Sked Over Break

By Tim Gallagher
The
next
time you see a regular
0
..0 issue of the Daily LOBO, the UNM
0
-I basketball team will be we!! into
::-, itsseason and will have already
·a received its first taste of WAC
0 basketball.
0
now until Jan. 17 (the first
·;::::
"" dayFrom
of next semester), the Lobos
"' will play 14 games and two of those
~
> willbe WAC contests. Here is a
rundown of those games and
z" opponents.
Wisconsin-Parkside (Home, Dec.
()
C.[J 4)-Coach Steve Stephens will lead
:1. his NAJA Rangers into the Pit for
aSaturday-night tilt. The Rangers
are led by ·high-scoring forward
Leartha Scott who averaged 20.7
points pergame last year.

0

~

"'
"

I1

II

Hawaii-Hilo
(Away,
Dec.
7)-The Lobes travel to 'the land of
pineapples for a three-game road
trip nextweek. The Vulcans are an
Independent school with an
enrollment of 2,600 and were I 7-1 I
last year- Seniorforward Gilbert
Hicks is the leading scorer (20.0
ppg) and rebounder (9.2) for the
Specks,
Hawaii (Away, Dec. 10-li)-The
Rainbow Warriors lost five lettermen off last year's 11-16 squad.
Coach Larry Little is in his first
season with the Independent
school.
U.S. International (Home, Dec.
18)-Another NAJA school, which
the Lobos demolished 81-57 last
year,tries the Pit again with new

coach Mike McDonald at the helm.
The Westerners' lost four lettermen
off lastyear's 17-12 team.
San Diego State (Horne, Dec.
20)-The Aztecs will play the
Lobos in a slightly warmer climate
this year.Last year, the 'Pack
traveled to San Diego to play the
PCA C team in Peterson gym where
the
temperatureswere
nearfreezing. The Aztecs dealt the
Lbbos a devastating 77-58 beating.
SDS boasts forward Will Connelly
from Brooklyn, N.Y. as their
leading scorer and rebounder.
New Mexico State (Home, Dec.
22)-UNM will try to gain its
revenge after suffering a 112-103
defeat at the Pan American Center
Wednesday night. This will
probably be one of the largest
crowds of the year. Seniors Dexter
Luncheon Specials
Hawkins and Richard Robinson
One encflilada, with Yz order
lead coach Ken Hayes' Aggies.
Hayes is a man for which there is no
::::::::
- - - - $$11 ...7.5
love
lost in Albuquerque basketball
orderofrlceand Y2 order of
beans
circles and bad blood boiled again
in Wednesday night's affair' in
CASA P£
Onetacowlth Va order of rico
which the Lobos battled back from
and% order of baons - - · - - - - $1.40
a 30-point deficit. This will
UNM basketball player Jerome Shanks W'll not be eligible to play
Open Everyday except Sunday
probably baa barn burner.
until the spring semester beginning Jan. 17, and reports to the con11 am - 2 pm and 4:30pm - 9 pm
Lobo Invitational (Home, Dec.
trary were "a little premature," said Associate A ',hletic Director Ike
3301 Juan Tabo N.E.
29-30) Iowa, Pittsburgh -and
Singer Thursday.
(Located in Sandia Plaza)
Southern California are entered in
It was reported last Friday that Shanks, a transfer student from
Northern Arizona University, would be eligible to play in UNM
~~~:!:!~~~!:!:~~~~~~~~!':!:!:~~~~~~~~ this year's tourney.
Iowa-The Hawkeyes finished
games before the spring semester begins. The mix-up occurred
fifth in the Big 10 last year with a 9because of a misinterpretation of the NCAA rules concerning transfer students, Singer said.
9 conference record and a 19-10
overall mark. They've lost six
The NCAA rule defines a transfer student as a person "who atlettermen off that squad. Iowa will
tends
a class or classes" at another university. Shanks was enrolled
, H<Y,AMIGDS/ MEET MY Bu;
be the Lobos' first-round apin
only
two hours at NAU in the fall semester of 1975. Shanks rarely
JuARez. "tort WE"o LIKE To CoMe To
J\
II
f
ponent.
attended the class because he was injured in an auto accident soon
YouR NEXT AIRTY. WE'!?F
.,
J/C
after the semester began.
Pitlsburgh-The Pantljers don't
have any Tony Dorsetts of
A person in the UNM admissions office discovered Shanks was
basketball and finished with a 12-15
enrolled in only one class and reported this to UNM basketball
mark last year. They will play
coach Norm Ellenberger. Ellenberger thought Shanks was eligible
Southern Cal in the first round.
and Shanks was suited up for Friday's opener w;rh New Mexico
Highlands University.
Southern Cal- USC coach
Bobby Boyd once said, "An inShanks will be eligible for UNM's Jan. 18 meeting with Western
vitational
is
where
you
invite
three
New
Mexico. He will miss the first two WAC games with Arizona
, 7ifE JUAl?EZ BROTHERS/
and Arizona State.
teams you know you can beat." If
/ JUA1?Ez'8o"¢ JOAREZtO(' Boyd still believes that, why is he
coming to the Lobo Invite? At any 5)-The v·ikings return after
MAKE 7HEI J'ERFECr PAIR,
thriller. They've lost only four
SATiSPIJN6 EVERYONE FROM rate, the Trojans were 0-14 in the narrowly losing an 85-82 decision lettermen from last year, but
Pac-8 last year and don't look to be last year in University Arena. The
MIICHACHA 7b MUCHACHO I
remember, they were mostly juniors
whole lot stronger this year.
Vikes are an independent and were last year anyway.
7/IEY'RE ArA NEARBY
Western New Mexico-(Home, 17-10 last season.
Arizona-(Home,
Jan.
J).cKArJE SroRE Jusr WAmN6 Jan. 3)-What a better way to get
Nevada, Las Vegas (Away, Jan.
13)-Freddy "The Fox" Snowden
over a late hangover than with 7)-Yeah, w,,'re playing these guys
70 BE PtcKED UR
leads the league-favorite Wildcats
another game against the in-state again. Last season, nearly 19,000
into the Pit in the WAC opener for
WHV DON'r YOIJ?
small schools. There arc high fans packed the Pit for one of the
both clubs. Arizona returns such
WIIO ELSE:cANliJRN YoliR
schools in Albuquerque bigger than most exciting games of the year
greats
as Bob "Big Bird" Elliott,
IMf'ORuOD ~ BOrTL"D 11'1 TEQUILq J~~SCO S~
PARTY INToAHESTA?
Western, and probably some better with the runnin', gunnin' Rebels.
sr. LOUIS, MO- • 80 l'llOOf ~ !01 PRooF
Jerome
Gladney, Herman Harris
basketball teams.
UNLV, undefeated at that point, and Gilbert Myles. The word in the
J>ortland State (Home, Jan. just did get by the Lo bas 80-73 in a
WAC is Wildcats this year.
Arizona State-( Home, Jan.
15)-Probably the only guy who is
hated more than Norm Ellenberger
in the Pit, is ASU head man Ned
!he cooking, the cleaning (we even make
Live at the
Wulk. After last year's 65-63loss in
your bed). That leaves you time to do
the Pit, Wulk locked the dressing
what you want to do. The buildings are
College Inn.
completely coed. and you can walk to
room doors and refused to allow his
We knrJw the College Inn isn't the Taj campus. Now is the best time to think
players to talk to the press. Nice
M;,h;,L But for a place to live, we think a~out where you want to live,
guy, Ned. They've lost six players
1h .,brmt thP. best choice you can make.
Call us at 243 2881.
off last year's seventh-place
conference squad.
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Shanks Not Eligible
Until Janl!ary 17th
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No Chores

---- · - - - - - -

At the College Inn we take care of

of those nagging chores: the ~hopping,

The

Inn

I

So that's it for Lobo fans. Happy
screaming.
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Alter college. what will I do?
That's a question a lot of young
people ask lhemHtves t h -

days.

But a """-)'CAr Air Force ROTC
scholarship can help provide the
• • - • · Succeso,tuf compl<ltlon
ot the program gets you an Air
Force commission along with an
excellerrt starting salary, a challenging job, promoilon opporM
tunlties, and a secure future with
a modern Air Force. If you have
two academic years remaining,
find out today about the two-year
Air Force ROTC Scholarship
Program. 1t's a great way to serve
your country and a great way to
help pay for your college education.

In r;u 11'11 <ll:
Llepartment of

Aerospace Studies
1901 los Lomas, 277-4230
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All-Americans lead lobo Skiers

By Peter Madrid
"Tl.lis year's combined alpine
team 1s by far the best I have seen
because of the depth and quality
skiers on it," UNM ski team coach
George Brooks said.
Brooks is very optimistic about
the 1977 UNM ski team because of
the potential All-American skiers
he has this season, Brooks will go
with Jose Sen a as his number-one
man. The women's team will be led

by three very fine skiers in Cindy
Stone, Diane Herrington and
Stephany Lemay. Lemay and Stone
attended the same high school in
Minnesota.
Brooks said, "This year's
women's nordic and alpine teams
have a good possibility of winning a
The Lobos, who compete in the
national title for UNM. The women
skiers should be at least in the top Central Intercollegiate Alpine
five in the nation. We have a good League, have for the last four out
of five years, won the CIAL. Last
shot for the national title."
season UNM was second behind
Colo. College, This season the
Lobes should again, after a oneyear defeat for the crown, win the
league.
Brooks will travel with five men
·and five women alpine racers,
By George Gesner
Brooks has II men racers from
There are advantages to being 5-10 and under as the intramural which to pick and six women from
bask~tball ,final~ for that height group will play this Saturday night at 6 which to pick, "The men's training
p,m. m Un~v~rstty Arena preceding the UNM-Wisconsin-Parkside game.
team is led by Sena and other
. The se~t.-ft~als are s~heduled, for today at 3:30p.m. in Johnson Gym. members are Mike Higgins, Duke
Stgma Chtts pttted agmnsr Baldt's B&nditos and the Tequila + 7 will play Flynn, Rod Ma}1oney, Bill Nara,
Los Hijos Del Norte,
Eric Boutilier, Chris Dean, Kevin
Sigma Chi beat archrival ATO and Baldi's Banditos eliminated the Ness, Craig Horton, John Pacheco
Alley Cats to enter today's semifinal.
and Jeff Alexander. The women's
. Los Hijos Del Norte turned down the Gomez team and the Tequila + 7 team, led by Sane, Herrington, and
ktlled Born Dead to reach the other half of the semi-finals.
Lemay, also includes Cathy
The 3-on-3 basketball championship went to the Globetrotters of In- Robran, Helene Conarty, and
tramural basketball, the Tequila + 7. The contributing forces were the 3-4 Kathleen Hilley. Brooks said he will
crew of Bruce "Bomber" Hudson, Chris "Lefty" Hopkins and Jim determine the racers on how they
"Red" Hutchins.
do on a course before the care.
In Co-Ree Basketball last night the league culminated in a 3-way tie for
"This bunch of kids is the
first place,
strongest and hardest working
Tequila + 7 shared the top spot by blasting Geese's Flock off the court. group I've had." Brooks said,
In the game that decided the tie Mix Breed blew the previously unbeaten "They are the most dedicated team
Mid Court Tenors off the court. All three teams ended with 5-l records.
I have coached and I am pretty
Mary Brazas with her sure-fire "swish" turnaround jump shots and excited about the season."
Bobbi Ogborn with her steady lane play shined in the,overall efort. In CoThe alpine team's first race is
Ree rules any basket made by a woman counts four points and women Jan. 7-8 at Copper Mountain in
from Mix Breed pumped them in where the Tenors couldn't buy a basket.
Colorado. The race is sponsored by
The Law School was the fourth place team with a 3-3 record followed by Colo. School of Mines. Defending
Geese's Flock at 2-4, Born Losers, 1-5 and Converse All-Stars with a dis- champ CC will be there as well as
mal 0-5 mark.
four-time CIAL winner UNM.
In Co-Ree lnnertube water Yolo the Ltleguards swam or splashed past
Coach Brooks' Alpine team wiii ·
the Whip Its 8-7 for the championship crown.
be bolstered by the nordic team of
The Lifeguards silenced a team called Jaws and watered down the Klaus Weber. Weber, who is in his
CCGang to gain a berth in the finals.
second year as coach for the crossThe Whip Its slaughtered Stella Septcma and sunk Disco Bass for their country skiers, also has an exfinal's berth.,
ceptional woman's squad.

5-10 Under Finals
To Be Played in Pit

Weber said, "We (woman's
team) have the people to at least
have an outside chance at nationals.
I'm real confide'nt about the team
as they have been doing a lot of dryland training. On snow, we should
be exceptional."
The fern nordic team is led by the
Skaro sisters, Kim and Jackie,
along with Joann Erickson, Cathi
Curtin, Rebecca Whalen, Angie
Prater and Virginia Swenson.
"There is much improvement in
the men's team this season," Weber

said, "but the problem of com'1eting with the Norwegians and
Swedes of the other conference
teams still exists."
On the men's squad, Weber will
go with his two veterans Steve
Meleski and Phil Montes. Backing
tl:e.. vets will be rookies Greg
Stvunskt and Phil Book.
Weber said, "For a second-year
program, we will be making 'kicks
and glides' towards national
recognition."
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Textiles Crafts co-op
If You Want To Give A
Hand-made Gift, But·
Don't Have Time To
Make It--Don't Worry
We'll Make It For You!
'
323 Romero NW

B43-6694

Fine Clothing For Men And Women

200Jo -Off
To All

Sagittarius
1425 Central NE
Albuquerque N.M. 842-6261

·CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

. r"')
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Uutes: 15 cents per wMd per day, one dollar

il.l

u

minimum. Advertlsemenb run fint or more con-.
seculh·e days will• no chunges, nine cencs per

il.l

a·

word per dnY (no refunds If cancell~d before five
lnserllons), Clnsslfl<•d udvrrllsemeuls musl bo
paid In advance.

0~

.:.0

0

Marron Hull Uoom 131 or by mull to: Classified
Adverllslng, UNM Uox 20, Albuquor<Jue, N,M,
87131
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PERSONALS

--------~----~----------~

Cl.>

-.~: CONTACTS71 CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
........

8736. lfn
~
il.l I FOUND IT. You can, too, Call 293·2000, 12/3
THE BEST PRICED LUNCH in town: foot-long hot
dogs, 3S cents, 11·3, Oklefs. 12/3
N
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT. Fe;tive, accura::,
0
hand-drawn natal horoscopes, $S.OQ, Bill Nolan, 268·
OfJ
0247. 1213
(1j

z
0

c..

..

REPOSSESSED STEREOS: a few Sherwood-SansuiKcnwood-Pioneer receivers, turntables, casseues & 8·
track recorders. 10 to SO"'o off 'til Christmas, while
they last, 2S~·7535. 1213
DUE TO DIVORCE-brand new 1977 Kirby. Take
over payments of $7.47 a month, new guaraotee. 25S·
7534. 12/3

CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING; SUB Ballroom, Sat.,
Dec. 4th, 7:30 p.m. Adm. $2.00, students
$1.50. 12/3
BALLROOM DANCE: (Sambas, Cha·chas), band.
UNM Student Union Ballroom, December 3rd ·
(Friday), 7:00-10:00. $2.50 couple, $1.50 single, $1.00
;tudents, semi-formal. 1213
BAKERY CAFE opens: daily wholesome specials,
nightly dinner casseroles, 118 Yale S.E. 12/3
SANTA, PLEASE SEND me two feet or powder for
Christmas. Mole. 12/3
MOVING OUT and need some second-hand furnilure? Couch and two chairs, $40.00. 266·
5359. 1213
WANTED: 35mm SLR camera, Luger or P-38. 294·
7462. 1213
HAPPY 21st B·Day Raisin Buns. Love, Phil. 1213
ANITA, IT GREW and we're pinned. Let's plan to
boogie at the TC Disco Dance in spring. 1213
ANITA, IT GREW and we're pinned. Let's plan to
boogie at the - TC Disco Dance in spring.
Susan. 12/3
ALLEN P: II was as if an occult hand had brought us
together. 1213
TEDDY BEAR, HAPPY 23rd birthday, Merry
Christmas. Love, Lisa and Renee, 1213
KIT, MERRY CHRISTMAS. Love, Lisa and
Renee. 12/3
RENEE, MERRY CHRISTMAS, Much love,
Lisa. 1213

2. L()ST & FOUND
..::..:,_........::--=...-------..
FOUND: IRISH SETTER PUPPY ncar E building.
Contaci Prof. Kelly, 277-4924, Describe &
claim, 12/3
$$$SNAME YOUR OWN REWARD for info.
leading to return of one red male and one black
female Doberman. 247·4987, 345-5337, 843·
7930. 12/3
FOUND: ten-speed bike, ncar University, 266·
4716. 1213
LOST in University area: black cat, license #71924,
reward. 265·3093. 12/3
I LOST IT. If found, please return it to me. RCS
31. 12/3
FOUND: black female puppy on campus. 277-4770,
keep trying. 12/3
FOUND: set of keys ncar UNM bookstore, Claim
rm. 131, Marron Hall. 12/3
REWARD! Young black/white cat lost ncar
Sih·er/Sianford. 255·3272. 12/3

SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
cl?' .od. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag, pay $19.00
• cake machine. 2~5-753~ 1213
COLOR TV, big screen, color & tint controls.
Assume payments of $7.00 per month. 255·
7534. 12/3

DROWN LEAT!-IER HIDE·A·BED, floral cushions,
cull
, lo
-319, cm2/3
$9~.00,

PANASONIC Stereo Sound Center; AM-FM stereo,
phonograph, cassette, ,speakers, $100.00; 277-5409,
IOa.m .• noon, 293·6126afler6:30 p.m. 12/3
BICYCLES: J have the lightest weight for the money
you can buy. Always cheaper than anyone. $88.00.
ImporJer direct warehouse for European bikes, Bill
Han, 883-3879 anytime. 12/3
4 E,T SLOTTED MAGS with universal adapters,
tires included, Lowest price in town. 293-39{)7, 12/3
'72 FIAT SPIDER:--$14~0.00 below book. Leroy,
883->600, ext. 300,9:30-5. 12/3

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday's Puzzle Solved;

ACROSS

expectations
41 Canuck's
1 Agricu llur.al
neighbor
tract
43 Elaborate
5 Large
adornment
vessel
44 Greek
9 John -----:
resistance
Explorer
. group
14 Open space 45 Departed
15 Brass horn
46 Endures
16 Battery
49 TV control
terminal
53 Rapidity
1 7 lsn 'table
54 Comment
18 ''But don't
55
Charles
bet-- --"
Lamb
19 Some skirts 56 Essential oil
20 Signer57 Freedom
uppers
from pain
lynx, e.g.
early speed
22 Glue
58 Vapor:
11 Fibu Ia, for
37 Quebec port
23 Galena and
Comb. form
one
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· Gogo! title
structure
40 Had
10 Canada
36 Sets the

4.

FORSALE

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can huy, Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843·9378. tfn
BUY I GET I F'REP.. Monday thru Saturday 7·9,
Uncle Nasty'~. 12/3
FULL SIZE MATTRESS, box spring, metal frame,
cover, bed,prcad. Very good, $75.00, 268·
4813. I 2/3
STEREO AT DEALER'S COST: Matantr., BIC:,
Tcnac, Shure, Thorcns, Discwasher, ADC, Celestion,
Ullrapha,c, EPI, Cerwin Vega, TDK, Utah, Dual,
SAE, Sony, AKO, and more at Stereo Wholesale,
607A San MatcoN.E. 256-7920. 12/3
MAMIYA CJ30 TLR camera body with B0111m f2.8,
55mm f4.S, and 180mm f4:5 lenses, also ace.'s. ('ali·
242-7145, ask for John. 12/3
PHOTO EQUIPMENT: !'11inolta XK w/AE fit1der.
U;cd lm I han 20 rolls. Scvcrnllcnscs. Call 292·2011,
294-0258. 12/3
DINETTE SET with leaf & four chairs, blue & white.
Excellent condition, $45.00, 881-Sii9 after·
li:30. 1213
HERCULON COUCH, 7', matching love .scat; 2
years old, $100.00, 881·5119 after6:30. 1213

:.~

d.

120

'S7 DODGE PANEL TRUCK needs some work,
good parts, 124 v, Stanford St. $200,00 12/3
UNIQUE bean-bug couch, with frame,$100.00. King
siz• bed, with headboard and frame, $9().00. Call247·

9452.

5.

12/3

}'ORRENT

FURNISHED 2-RM. apt.; stove, refrig., 7th & Fruit
S.W. $lOS/mo. Call765·4454. 12!3
SHARE NICE NW Valley homt with me. Non·
smoking female only, Large bedroom, $100,00/mo.,
plus one utility. Jody, 345-7043. 12/3
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT, completely furnished. Ncar UNM, grocery. $130.00/mo. utilities
included, 345-5138. 12/3
GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS room ncar
University, spring semester. Ed, 268·5152. 12/3
SEMESTER BREAK: beautiful one bedroom fur·
nhhcd, $215.00, 252-0905. 12/3

6.

EMPLOYMENT

--~-

I FOUNO.IT. You can, too. Call293·2000.

12/3

BANDS NEEDED for Sunday nights, Chelsea St.
Pub, Coronado Center, Cllll between 9-11 a.m., 8834605, Joe. 12/3
CHELSEA ST. PUB: wait persons, and kitchen help .
Apply 9·1 I a.m., 2:30 to 5 p,m., Mon .• Fri.,
Coronado Center. 1213
PART-TIME XMAS HELP needed from Nov. 23·
Jan. 3. Graduate students only-must be over 21.
Apply in person, no phone calls, please. Save Way
Liquor Stores; 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Menaul
N.E. 12/3
NEEDED:
studen!·age
personnel
for
evening/weekend jobs as contract photographers.
Call 268-5393, after6 p.m. 12/3
PART TIME SECRETARIAL position open.
Foreigners welcome. Apply in person at Inter·
Continental Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd;S.E, 12·
6 .• 12/1
WORK THREE EVENINGS and Saturdays, $100.00
weekly. Call242-8152, 12:00-2:00 only. 12/3

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Inter-continental
Travel Centre at Rideline 265-9860, (303) 449-----6670. .12/1
NEED RIDERS to share driving and expenses to
NYC/Wash DC via Chicago. Call Joe before 5 p.m.,
293-4513. 1213

8.

__

MISCELLANEOUS::.._

WANTED: USED PINBALL machine<. Any ~on·
clition, old or new-working or not, 883·8679, 12/3

3

We've Got Boots
Boots
Boots

services
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM, Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
LEGITIMATE MASSAGE 298-4 718. 12/3
PAINTING: RESIDENTIAL, 10 years experience,
Call Wcs Oritt, 255·1890 after 5. 12/3
TYPING: by Circular File Services, 266-3953. 1213
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IOO:o
discount for students with !D's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 12/3
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 12/3
TYPING: M.A. Engli>h, Selectric, on campus. 296·
8564. 12/3
TYPIST, 65 cents, 831·6161/344-6476. 12/3
WAKE UP CALLS made day or night. For 5-day
week, $5.00 monthly. For 7-day week $6.00 monthly.
265· 7427. 1213
EQUITY? or rent receipts? For your Real Estate
needs, call Bob Salazar, Sunland Really, 881-7464 or
265-6825' 12/3
CUSTOM SEWING: fashion or domestic, done with
skill and imagination. 898·5977. . 1213
THE BiKE SHOP. Tune-ups on ten·speeds, while
you wait, $3 .00. 605 Yale S.E. 12/3
GO!NG OUT OF TOWN for the Holidays? House
Sitters, 344·9377. 12/3
STORAGE ANYONE? Montgomery Mini Storage
offers a 25 per cent discount to UNM student>. All
sizes available. Prices arc low, Located at 4800
Jefferson NE. Cali883·4SOO. 12/3

PJ.,YMOUTJ-1 ARROW HATCHBACK 1976, 4·
.speed, radio, carpet througltout, nice car. $2895.00,
call293·3'167. 12/3
AKC BLACK LABRADOR Retrievers. Beautiful,
healthy puppies, excellent pedigree. $75,00, 873·
0154. 12/3
DUCAT! 200cc, special rebuilt motor,,cheap transportation. 243-4369. 12/3
BICYCLES: children's bikes, one 10-spccd, one 3·
speed. Excellent condition, $40.00. 265·3871, after
4, 1213
1960 VOLVO: hardly runs, good for parts. $125.00
drives itaway, Call 266-3679, evenings, weeken·

• This month, save
50% on m('n's and
ladies' IPathC'r wsh
clnd coats . , . ladiPs'
pantsuib ... and
men's casual ~uit<.!
• Select lovely,
ladiC's' Wv<'<ltPrs for
only $6.9'i ... nnd men\
Wc•stern '>portcoats for just $1'i.<JS I

Behind
Pioneer Wear

1718 Yale Blvd., S.E.
242·9535

Our boots start with Frye in 5 earth tone colors and
5 fantastic styles. Running a close second are
Zodiacs in super colc...rs and 6 unique styles. We also
feature Bart Carlton, Golo, Dingo and Sbicca. For
men we offer the largest selection in Albuquerque.
Prices range from $30.00 to $68.95.
Layaway now for Christmas

B~nkAmeric<1rd

Master Ch.1rge

Open 9:00-5:30

323 Romero NWe5307 Menaul NE

---~--

